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Abstract
Time-delay systems are common in industries. Direct analysis and synthesis of 
control systems with time delays are complicated and approximation methods such 
as Pade approximation are usually applied. However, the issues of control system 
robustness with respect to model uncertainties and approximation errors have not 
been sufficiently addressed.
This dissertation focus on robustness of time-delay systems, especially robustness 
with respect to time delays, which has been discussed extensively using Lyapunov 
second method. We propose two methods in this dissertation to reformulate the 
problems into standard fx or Tioo problems. The first method involves representing 
the systems in linear functional transformation (LFT) framework and approximating 
delays by rational transfer functions. The approximation errors are then treated as 
uncertainties. We show that all the well-known techniques of control theory can 
be applied to this framework. Consequently, controller design becomes a routine 
process. We also show that the conventional Lyapunov method is a special case in 
our proposed framework and our proposed method offers less conservative results. 
In the second method, we treat uncertain delays as uncertainties with restricted 
phase angles and extend structured singular value to include phase information. We 
show that the extended small-/* theorem can be applied to analyze stability and 
performance of uncertain delay systems with many other type of uncertainties, such 
as plant model uncertainties and parametric uncertainties.
Finally, we generalize the above techniques to linear systems with feedback con­
nected nonlinear elements. Both time invariant and time-varying nonlinearities are 
discussed by incorporating circle/Popov criterion with small-/* theorem.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Comparing with classical control, modern control theory is a much more pow­
erful tool to deal with system robustness issues, for instance, noise rejection and 
system perturbations problems. However, there are still many difficulties in apply­
ing modern control theories to industrial processes. One of the difficulties comes 
from time-delays in industrial systems. Indeed, not only many physical systems 
include time delays in their mechanism, but also signal transmission or transport 
delays are common in industrial processes. Many applications can be found in neural 
network, in control of satellite devices, in chemical reactors, in technological systems 
(wind tunnel, automatic steering of high velocity aircraft, antirolling stabilization 
systems in ships) etc. ([4, 58]).
Although many advanced control theories have been developed in the past fifty 
years, control engineers still don’t have many tools when they face time-delay sys­
tems. Since most existing control theories are developed for finite dimensional sys­
tems, they are not valid to infinite dimensional time-delay systems. Even if they 
are, the computation involved is usually very complicated ([13, 16, 34, 47, 50, 51, 
56, 67, 73]). Hence, control engineers usually have no choices but to use classical 
methods, such as Pade approximation or Smith predictor to perform system design, 
which can’t tackle many important robustness issues for time-delay systems.
Motivated by the need of improving time-delay control systems design, we focus 
on the stability and performance analysis of uncertain time-delay systems in this 
dissertation.
1
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Time delays may introduce some interesting features into systems. Consider a 
simple time-delay system shown in following Figure 1.1 (see [49]).
e
K e~sT
__
Figure 1.1: A Pure Delay Feedback System
Suppose that a unit step input is applied. If  T  =  0, then internal signal e(t) is 
identical to 1/(1 +  K ),  which is stable. However, if T  >  0, the signal e(t) depends 
on value of K .
r
i  , o < < < r
e{t) =  <
1 - K  ,T  <  t  < 2 T
1 — K(1 — K ) ,2T  <  t  <  3T
I f  K  >  1, the signal e{t) goes unstable. If  K  =  1, e(t) jumps between 0 and 1 back 
and forth. When 0 <  K  <  1, e(t) approaches to 1/(1  -f K )  as time goes to infinity.
This example shows that time delays may complicate the systems design. It 
also illustrates that ignoring delays in the system design may destabilize systems, or 
drag the systems to poor performance. For analysis and synthesis with fixed known 
delays, frequency domain stability analysis techniques, namely, Root-Iocus method, 
Nyquist criterion, and Bode plot can be directly applied ([48, 49]) even though the 
computation is vary complicated. However, if  systems involved with uncertainties,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
for instance, delay T  in Figure 1.1 is uncertain, these methods can’t be effectively 
used.
Consider a time-delay system
x(t) =  Ax{t) -F- A jx tf  — r ),
where x (t)  €  TLn, and r  >  0. First, assume that the system is stable without delayed 
states, i.e., x{t) =  {A  -I- A j)x ( t) is stable. Then, intuitively, we may conjecture 
that there exists an interval [0, h) such that the time-delay system x(t) =  Ax(t) +  
Aax(t -  r ) ,  t  e  [0, h) is stable but unstable when r  >  h. This property can be seen 
as robustness property with respect to delays.
The system is said to be delay-dependent stable, if it is stable for delay r  £ [0, h), 
where h is a finite real number, and delay-independent stable if it is stable for all r  6 
More generally, a delay system may be unstable for delay r  6  [0, hi] U [h2, oo), 
but stable for r  £ (hIt h2). Stability region of a multiple time-delay systems may be 
arbitrary and the characterization of the stability regions is still an open problem. 
The problems we are interested in this dissertation can be stated as
Problem  1.1 Given an uncertain time-delay system
e
x (t) =  Ax{t) +  53 -  7*), (1.1)
«=i
with an appropriate in itia l condition:
x(t0 +  0) =  0 (0), 0 € [ - r ,  0], f  =  max r,,
where A  is stable, and Ti >  0 are unknown numbers. Find the largest h i ’s in  some 
sense, such that the system is stable fo r  a ll Ti £  [0 , hj).
3
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Problem  1.2 Given an uncertain time-delay system (1.1), and suppose that the 
system is stable fo r  Ti =  £». Find the largest h i ’s in  some sense, such that system is 
stable fo r  a ll r t 6  [& , hi).
Much research have been done for stability analysis of uncertain time-delay sys­
tems. Both frequency and time domain approaches have been applied. In [10], Chen 
and Latchman stated the necessary and sufficient condition for delay-independent 
stability problems via small p theorem. On the other hand, if the system is not 
delay-independent stable, only sufficient conditions are available to estimate the 
stability margins. These conditions are usually derived from time domain approach 
using Lyapunov second method. Since they are only sufficient, conservativeness of 
the sufficient conditions is another important issue. Much work have been done to 
derive the least conservative sufficient conditions, see [7, 8],[21]-[28], [31, 32], [35]- 
[40], [42]-[44], [53, 55, 57, 63, 69, 75, 76]. Exact stability margins for commensurate 
time delay systems can be obtained in [9].
In this dissertation, we use frequency domain approach to explore the stabil­
ity  problems. Uncertain delays are first approximated by stable rational transfer 
functions and the approximation errors are then treated as model uncertainties. 
Hence, the problems are converted into standard ^-analysis and synthesis problems 
for which well-known results can be applied. We also investigate one of existing 
results which derived from Lyapunov second method, and show that the results can 
be reformulated into our proposed framework. It ’s then easy to see the conserva­
tiveness.
Our second approach doesn’t involve approximating uncertain delays, instead we 
take the phase information into account when we apply small p  theorem. Structured
4
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singular values with phase information is derived first, and computational issues are 
considered also.
In  the sections to follow, we shall review some basic system concept and some 
analysis tools.
1.1 Linear Dynamic Systems
In  this dissertation, a linear time invariant dynamical system which we consider 
can be described by
x(t) =  Ax(t) +  Bu(t), 
y(t) =  Cx(t) +  Du(t),
where x(t) € 7ln, u(t) € W.m, y{t) € 7lp are the state, the input, and the output, 
respectively. The transfer function matrix from u(t) to y(t) is defined by Y(s) =  
G(s)U(s), where
G(s) =  C  (s i -  A)~l B  +  D.
We say that G(s) belongs to if G(s) is analytic and bounded in the open right- 
half plane, i.e., a stable transfer function m atrix. G(s) belongs to 1ZHoo if G(s) is a 
rational transfer function m atrix and stable.
Let G(s) b e a p x p  proper transfer function matrix, and stable. Then, G(s) is 
called positive-real if
G(ju>) +  G*(jw) > 0 , for all cj € H, 
and strictly positive-real if
G(jui) +  G *(ju ) > 0 , for all ui 6  H  U  { 00}.
5
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In  the following chapters, a system G(s) may be represented in a general feedback 
configuration, as shown in Figure 1.2. Let G(s) be the transfer function matrix from 
w to z. Suppose M  can be partitioned as
M n M u
M  =
M 21 M-n
and M  has compatible dimensions with A. Then we can define upper linear frac­
tional transformation (upper LFT),
F U(M , A ) =  M 22 +  M 21A ( /  -  M u  A )-1 M 12.
The transfer m atrix from w to z is G(s) =  T U{M, A ). Similarly, we can define lower 
linear fractional transformation, ? i{M , A ), see [78].
T i(M , A ) =  M u +  M I2A ( /  -  M22A ) ' 1 M2i .
w
w2
w
upper LFT lower LFT
Figure 1.2: General Control Configuration
1.2 Lyapunov Second Method
We are now going to introduce some existing results on delay-independent/ 
dependent stability derived from Lyapunov second method. For simplicity, we only
6
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consider a single delay in the system (1.1). Results can be easily extended to multiple 
delay cases. Note that many other Lyapunov functionals have been applied to reduce 
the conservativeness. However, it ’s not our concern here. The purpose of this section 
is to state a simple and clear result to introduce the concept of Lyapunov second 
method, so readers can compare the existing results to our results later.
1. (D elay independent s tab ility ) Consider the system (1.1), if the functional 
V (x , t) =  xT(t)P x{t) +  r  xT(t -  9)Pxx {t -  9)dff,
JO
where P  >  0, Pi >  0, satisfies dV(x, t) /d t  <  0, then the system (1.1) is stable.
It  is easy to show that dV(x, t) /d t =  y(t)TW y(t), where
ATP +  P A  +  Px PAd x(t)
w  = y{t) =
i *
"0 -Px X(t -  Ti)
Then a sufficient condition for stability is W  <  0.
2. (D elay dependent s tab ility ) System (1.1) can be rewritten as 
x(t) =  (A +  Ad) x (t) +  A d f  (Ax{9) +  Adx{9 -  r )) d9,
Jt—T
where r  6  [0, h) is uncertain. Consider the Lyapunov functional 
V (x ,t)  =  xT(t)P x(t) +  ^
7
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Similar to delay-independent stability, system is delay-dependent stable for 
r  € [0, A) if  there exist F  >  0, So > 0, Sx >  0, such that
W  = < 0.
{A  +  Ad)TP  +  P{A  +  i4d) +  A(S0 +  S i) hPAdA hPAdAd 
hATA jP  -h S 0 0
hATdA iP  0 -hSx
3. (R obust s ta b ility ) In addition to uncertain delays, other types of uncertain­
ties may also be included in the systems. For example, consider a system with 
parametric uncertainties
x(t) =  {A  +  AA) x{t) +  (Ad +  A A d) x (t — r ),
where uncertainties AA, AAd are bounded. Then, robust delay-independent/ 
dependent stability criteria with respect to uncertain delays and parametric 
uncertainties can be derived by Lyapunov second method. Various situations 
have been considered in literature, e.g., parametric uncertainties, time-varying 
uncertain delays and nonlinear time-delay systems. In each case, Lyapunov 
functionals may need to be modified to fit the specific condition to draw the 
conclusion.
1.3 SSV and Small-// Theorem
Let r  =  k i -1------ KfcmH fcm+n +  H H*V Define
A  :=  { diag(71/ Jkl, . . . ,  7mJ,u » ^ r n + l f f c m + 1  > • • » ^ m + n - l j f c m + n  * * * *»  •
7* 6  c , fc e ft , A  e C "4*1*  } .
The structured singular value (SSV) at each frequency of a m atrix M (ju i) €  C rxr 
with respect to a block structure A  is defined to be (M(ju>)) =  0 if  there is no
8
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W2
M
u
Wi
Figure 1.3: Feedback Interconnected System 
A  €  A  such that det ( /  — A M (j'u /)) =  0, and
Ma(AT) =  : ^  V — AAf(jw)) =  0})
- l
(1.2)
otherwise.
Consider a simple feedback interconnected system, in Figure 1.3. Let A  and M  
be two real proper transfer matrices. The feedback interconnected system is said to
be well-posed, if  and only if  the transfer m atrix from
Wl
m2
to
proper. Moreover, the system is said to be internally stable, if  the transfer matrix
u
exists and is
from
• ■
Wi u
to
w2 y
belong to 'H0o-
Theorem  1.1  [78] Let >  0. The feedback loop in  Figure 1.2 is well-posed and 
internally stable fo r  a ll A  €  A  with ||A||oo <  p i f  and only i f
SUP /iA  <  £ .
In  most cases, only upper bounds of structured singular value can be computed. 
To compute an upper bound of structured singular value, we define:
"D — { d i a g — , Dkm+n.id,i /nu. . . , In,] • A  £ C**x**,
9
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Di =  D l >  0, di € H , di >  0} ,
and
G =  {diag[0, . . . , 0, (7t,. . . ,  Gn, 0, . . . ,  0] : ^  =  ( ^ 6 ^ } .
Then, an upper bound of structured singular value of system M  at each frequency 
can be computed by ([5])
<  mf nun {/? : M *D M  +  j{G M  -  ATG) -  02D  <  o} .
1.4 Main Contributions
We have made contributions in several aspects. We first rewrite the uncertain 
time-delay system into LFT configuration. Under LFT, we can easily explain Chen’s 
([10]) result for delay-independent stability.
For delay-dependent stability, uncertain delays are approximated by rational 
transfer functions and the approximation errors are then treated as model uncer­
tainties. Then Problem (1.1) and (1.2) are converted into ^-analysis problem where 
the well-known small-/* theorem can be applied. Examples show that our results are 
much less conservative than existing results which are derived by Lyapunov second 
method. We also reformulate one existing result into LFT configuration and explain 
the conservativeness.
We also show that robust controllers for uncertain time-delay systems can be 
obtained by standard "Woo controller design since the nominal systems can now be 
represented by rational transfer functions.
Next, we consider the structured singular value with phase information and 
application to stability and performance analysis of uncertain time-delay systems. 
Robust stability and performance criteria are derived. The results are demonstrated
10
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with two examples; an uncertain time-delay system with real constant parametric 
uncertainties and with time-varying parametric uncertainties.
Lastly, the structured singular value with phase information is applied to a spe­
cific nonlinear system, namely, a linear uncertain time-delay system with feedback 
connected nonlinear elements. Absolute delay-dependent/independent stability are 
discussed by incorporating circle/Popov criterion and small-/i theorem.
11
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Chapter 2
Robust Stability Analysis and Synthesis 
by Using Approximation Method
In this chapter, we consider the robust stability analysis and controller design of 
uncertain time-delay systems by using approximation method. We shall first for­
mulate the problem in LFT framework and then apply small-/* theorem to derive 
delay-independent/dependent stability criteria. Finally, controller designs are con­
sidered.
2.1 Delay-Independent Stability
Consider a time-delay system:
t
x (t) =  A x(t) +  £  A ix (t -  (2.1)
«=i
where t* €  [0, /ij], * =  1 ,2 ,.. . ,  I  are uncertain constants, such that h, >  0 and h, > hj 
for i  >  j ,  with in itial condition x(tQ +  9) =  <(>(9), 'id  € [—f , 0], f  =  m ax^r*}.
For convenience, we shall denote Z>r as the delay operator such that
V r i>{t) =  4>{t -  t )
for any scalar function
We shall also assume that there is a Bi 6  72.nxr< and a C, 6  fcr i*n such that
Af — J3,Ci.
In  particular, B i and Ci can be chosen to have full rank so that r« =  rank(^4t). O f 
course, results presented in this chapter do not necessarily require these factoriza­
tions be fu ll rank. For example, one can always use a trivial factorization: B i =  Ai
12
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and Ci =  / .  However, results may become computationally more difficult to apply 
when rj >  rank(A*). Moreover, denote
|  B \ B2  ’ ’ * B i | » ^
C i
Ct
, D  =  diag{/»i/r i, M r , , . . . ,  heI r t}.
(2.2)
It  is obvious that the uncertain delay system (2.1) can be written as
1
x(t) =  Ax{t) +  Y , BiVi{t)
i=l
2i(t) =  CiX(t)
U,(t) =  V TiI r iZi(t)
This system interconnection diagram is shown in Figure 2.1, where
G(s) =  C ( s I - A ) ~ l B.
Applying small p theorem, a precise condition of delay-independent stability has 
been obtained in [10].
Theorem  2.1 The uncertain delay system (2.1) is stable independent o f delay i f  
and only i f  A  is stable, Pa.{G(ju)) <  l,Vw >  0, and either (a) P a(G (0)) <  1 
or (b) fi&,(G(0)) =  1, det(I — G (0)) j*  0 where G(s) =  C (s l — A)~l B , and A  =  
d iag friA ,* 72/r ,, • • - ,7 t in } -
Exam ple 2.1  Consider the uncertain time-delay system,
x (t) =  Ax(t) +■ B C x(t — r ),
13
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G(s)
Figure 2.1: Interconnected Representation of the Delay System
where r  € [0,/») and A  is stable. Let G(s) =  C (s l — A)~l B, and suppose 
det ( /  — G(0)) 7^  0. Then, it is clear that the system is stable if and only if
det ( /  -  <?(s)e-T) =  0
has no solution in the closed right half plane for all r  € [0, h). I t ’s also clear that 
the system is stable if and only if A (G (ju )) e~juT ^  1, for all r  6  [0, h), and all u.
Therefore, the system is delay-independent stable if p(G{ju))) <  1 for all a/. If  
p  (G {ju )) >  1 at some frequency, the system will not be delay-independent stable. 
We can find the largest h, such that the system is stable for r  € [0, h). Suppose 
|A* (G(jut))| =  1 at some frequency w =  u/t- >  0. Then, the largest delay h is given 
by
A =  mtoH l± iM S 22i)).
* UJi
14
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2.2 Delay-Dependent Stability
I f  an uncertain time-delay system is not delay-independent stable. Then, it’s 
usefiil to find the maximal interval of delays that the system is stable. To that end, 
we need an alternative interconnected representation.
Notice that system (2.1) can be rewritten as
x(t) =  f  A  +  £  x(t) +  53 ^  {x{t -  n ) -  x (t))
V i - i  )  »=i
=  +  +  - / ) * ( * ) .
V  i= i  /  i = i
Hence, the system can be represented by
i ( t )  =  ^  +  
Vi(t) =  Cix(t) 
“»(*) =  (Vn -  1)
x(t) +  ]jT BiUi(t)
i=i
and shown in Figure 2.2.
P(s)
Figure 2.2: Reformulated Uncertain Delay System
15
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Define
t
P{s) =  C (s l - A -  £ > U ) " l£ .
»=i
Since the magnitude of uncertainty
A  =  diag ((e-Tl* -  l ) /n , • • •, (e -T'» -  l ) / r,)
is bounded by
L{w) =  d i a g , £e(u)Irt} , 
where £ ( to) bounds the magnitude of e~jUTi -  1.
. uhisin----
2
£i(u>) :=  max \e~iuhi - 1  =  max 2 
rjefOA) 1 ' nefoAl
Then,
2 sin V 0 <  uj <  it/ hi
t i(u ) =  < (2.3)
2, V uj >  t: / hi
which is plotted in Figure 2.3. Moreover, it is shown in [74] that all of the following
transfer functions satisfy £,-(w) <  \v ij( ju ) \ , j  =  1, 2, 3,4 ,5:
v»i(s) =
fHs
va (s)
v *(s )
v*(s )
M /3 .465 + 1  
1.216/1,3 
his/2  + 1
his(2 x 0.21522hiS +  1)
(0.2152AjS 4- l )2 
n  fas (his/2.363)2 +  1.676(hjs/2.363) +  1
Vis(s) -  +  x (^.a/ 2.363)2 +  1.370(^/2.363) +  1 ‘
The frequency response of these transfer functions are shown in Figure 2.3.
16
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to'
10'
Figure 2.3: Frequency Response of £(w) and ity
Lem m a 2.2  The uncertain delay system (2.1) is stable fo r  r  € [0, h), i f  the follow­
ing system is robustly stable fo r a ll scalar Si(s) € %oa with |£(jw)| <  t i(u ) such 
that
x (t) =  ( a  +  £  A^\ x{t) +  BiUi(t)
\  i=i J i=i
y»(t) =  Cix{t)
Ui(t) =  Si{t)Iriyi(t).
The next theorem follows immediately by applying the small n  theorem for 
systems with frequency dependent uncertainty bounds to the system in Lemma 2.2.
Theorem  2.3 The uncertain delay system (2.1) is robustly stable fo r a ll Ti € [0, hi) 
i f  x (t)  =  (A  +  A*) ar(f) is stable and either one o f the following holds
(a) no. (L(uj)P(ju})) < 1 , V w ,
(b) a*a (L (w )P (iw )) <  1, Vw >  0, and ma (L(O)P(O)) =  1, det (J -  L (0)P (0)) #  0
17
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where
£ M  =  diag {< ,(w )/„ , ....................... .
C oro llary 2.4 Lei W i ( s ) ,  i  =  1 , . . . ,  £ be stable rational transfer functions such that
£i(u>) < \w i( ju /)\, i  =
Then the uncertain delay system (2.1) is stable fo r  a ll n  €  [0, hi) i f  (A  +  £*=1 A )  
is stable and either one of the following conditions holds:
(a) f iA (W (ju )P (ju })) <  1, V u ;
(b) /*a {W (j( j)P ( jw ))  <  1, Vo; > 0, andfiA (W'(O)P(O)) =  1, det ( /  -  W (0)P (0)) ^  
0
(c) There exists a transfer matrix
T(s) =  diag(7i(s), T2( s ) , T t (s)), T~ l (s), Ti(s) € 
such that
f7 -M W '(S)P (S)T (s) L  <  1
where
W(s)  =  diagftw^sj/p,, , wt {s)Iu }.
P roof.
Part (a) and (b) are obvious and part (c) follows by noting the fact that 
Ma {W {jw )P {jw )) <  mm I t - ^ W ^ P ^ T ^ L .
□
18
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2.3 Stability with General Time Delays
For a more general case, r, € [ij, fj), where r* may be nonzero, the results in the
last section can also be applied with some minor variations of system representations.
The uncertain time-delay system (2.1) can be rewritten as
e
x (t) =  Ax(t) +  52 A ix (t — Ti)
i= 1
=  Ax{t) +  52 A & it  -  T i )  +  52 A i (x (t -  T i )  -  x {t -  T i ) )
1 = 1  1 = 1
=  Ax(t) +  52 ~  Zi) +  5Z £»«<(* - 1.)
i= l i= 1
where A i =  and r» €  [r,, fj)
U j( t)  =  C j (x (t -  7j +  Ti) -  * W )  =  -  l )  / r .C jX ( t )  =  (V Ti- u  -  l )  I riyi{t).
The system equation becomes
x (t) =  A x(t) +  '£ 'A ix ( t - Z i)+ '5 2 B iU i { t - T i )
i= l 1=1
=  CjX(t)
WtW = i-r^  ~ l) IriViit)
Define Aj =  fj — Tj,
U i(t) yi{t)
u(t) =
u2(t)
y(t) =
!fe(f)
ue(t)
9
$ 1
and denote P (s)
B  d ia g (e ^ /r i,e -^ ‘ / r j, . . . ,e - ^ '/r, ) .  (2.4) 
19
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P(»)
Figure 2.4: Reformulated Uncertain Delay System for € [ij.f j]
Assume that ir(£) =  Ax(t) +  £ f=1 — r j  is stable. Then, the results in the last
section can be applied.
Exam ple 2.2  Consider a second order oscillatory system which can be described 
by
y +  u \v  =  u.
It  can be stabilized by choosing u(t) =  —ky(t), k >  0. The closed loop system 
becomes y +  ky +  u%y =  0. However, differentiation of output y(t) may not be 
desirable. Alternatively, One may choose input u (t) =  ky(t — r ) to stabilize the 
systems ([1]). Then we end up with a closed loop system:
y + u ly  -  ky(t -  t) =  0,
where r  is a fixed unknown number. Given cu0 and k, we want to know what interval 
r  can be, such that the system is stable.
20
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Denote X\ =  y, x2 =  ±i .  Rewrite the system as
/  > 
i t
(
0 1
/  \  
X l
+
(  \  
0 0
/  \  
x i ( t - r )
0 ; ° >  ^ x 2 ( t  -  t )  ;
Since we know that system is unstable when r  =  0, we expect to find an interval of 
r  such that the system is stable for r  € [r, f ).
Consider system (2.4), and the associated uncertainty A  =  {e-4^ - ^  — 1}. Ap­
plying Theorem 2.3 for the case of wo =  1, k =  0.5 , the result is as shown in 
Figure 2.5. It  can be checked that the system is stable for a fixed r  =  0.25. We first 
choose £  =  0.25, and obtain f  =  0.5. Hence, the system is delay-dependent stable 
for a fixed r , r  6 [0.25,0.50). Next, we extend t  =  0.49 and find out that the system 
is stable for r  € [0.5,0.96). Repeat this procedure by extending r  and finding the 
maximum f ,  and we can show that the system is stable for r  € [0.25,3.00).
aa
—t* fa^ aaqaa
a7
ae
as
03
02
a i
to'
Figure 2.5: Structured singular value of delay dependent stability problems
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2.4 Special Cases
It ’s seen that different Wi(s) functions in Corollary 2.4 will lead to different 
sufficient conditions. W ith some special choice of iUj(s), it ’s easy to explain relation 
between the results of time domain Lyapunov method (See [7, 8, 14, 18, 20, 29, 30, 
38, 45, 46, 58, 59, 64, 66, 75]) and Theorem 2.3.
C orollary 2.5 The uncertain delay system (2.1) is robustly stable fo r a ll Ti € [0, hi) 
i f  x ( t) =  (A  +  A i) x(t) is stable and either one of the following conditions 
holds:
(a) (ju )D P (ju )) < 1  Vw ;
(b) There exists a transfer matrix
r(s) = diag(r1(s),r2(s),...,r<(s)), t~ 1(s), u w  e {m u *)™
such that
|7-'(»)£>»/’ M 3 » L  < 1
where
D  =  d iag l/lj/r,, /fc /r,,. . . .  htI rt }•
Proof.
Let Wi(s) =  his. Then
W(s) =  diag{Tu1(s)/r i,tn2(s )/r ,,. • . ,w e(s)Ir t}  =  sD.
Hence it follows from Corollary 2.4 that the uncertain delay system (2.1) is robustly 
stable for all t* 6  [0, hi) if  either
Pa { ju D P { ju ) )  <  1 V uj 
22
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or
JT -, (S)£)SP (»)T(S) L  <  I.
□
As a special case, take T(s) as a constant matrix.
C orollary 2.6 The uncertain delay system (2.1) is robustly stable fo r  all Ti 6  [0, hi)
I t  is clear that the result in Corollary 2.6 can be much more conservative than that 
in Theorem 2.3. We claim that most results in the literature such as the ones in 
[17, 36, 37, 41, 55, 57, 58, 63] are more conservative than that of Corollary 2.6. To 
see that, we note that
-  1| <  uhi, Vo; >  0.
Hence the uncertainty due to delay can be written as
e-aTJ — 1 =  sh iiiis )
for some stable j i(s )  with ||7i(s)||oo <  1- Then the uncertain delay system can be 
written as follows:
i f  A +  A i is stable and there is a constant matrix
T  =  diag(Tl ,T 2 Te), T, € T V '^
such that
where
D  =  diag{A1/ ri, h^I^ , . . . ,  ht Iu }.
i
x(t) =  (A +  53 A i)x(t) +  Bv(t)
23
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z(t) =  D C x[t) 
v(t) =  A  (s)z(t)
where
A =  diag(71/ r i, 72/ ra, . . .  , 7tI r t).
Note that DsPa(s) is the transfer matrix from v to z in Figure 2.6 .
D sPqIs)
Figure 2.6: Uncertain Delay System
The system can also be written as
e
x ( t) =  (A +  22 A i)x (t) +  B A D C x(t)
i= 1
=  (A  +  £  ^ )x (t) +  B A D C  ( Ax(t) +  £  A ix(t -  n ) )  
t=i V »=i /
1 e
=  (A +  £  Ai)x{t) +  B AD C A x(t) +  B A D C  £  ^ x (t  -  t*)
Define
zo =  DCAx(t), uo(t) =  Azo(t)
Z \  =  D C A ix(t), u i(t)  =  Ae-n * xi(f)
=  D C A ix(t), u i{t) =  Ae TtS ze(t) 
A  =  diag(Ae~T1',A e -^ ',...,A e -T<')
24
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Then | | A | | o o  <  1 and
m
x(t) — (A  +  y  ’ A{)x(t) +  +  •••-{- But{t)
which is shown in Figure 2.6. Note that this is the same system as in Figure 2.7. 
Naturally, the system is robustly stable if
It  is now straightforward to verify by using bounded real lemma ([78]) that those 
conditions given in [17, 36, 37, 41, 55, 57, 58, 63] are either exactly the condition 
given in (2.5) or more conservative than this condition. Obviously, the condition 
given in (2.5) is more conservative than the condition given in Corollary 2.6, which 
uses the system interconnection in Figure 2.2, while the condition given in (2.5) does 
not take advantage of the structure of the uncertainties in Figure 2.7.
117-^(5)71100 <  1 (2.5)
where
T  =  diag(Toi, 7q2, . . . ,  T«, T n ,T i2
DCA
D C A\ t
F(s) =
i - l
D C  At
2.5 Examples
Consider a simple delay system
x {t) =  — 10z(t) —15x (t — r).
25
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Figure 2.7: Expanded Representation of the Uncertain Delay System in Fig­
ure 2.2
I t ’s clear that G(s) =  7^ 5 - FVom the example at the beginning of the chapter, we 
can get the analytic solution of h =  0.2057, for which system is stable for r  6  [0, h). 
However, using the L(uj) approximation function, we have:
flLJ. 2 sin — , Vcu : 0 <  u) <  n fh  
£ < « ) - {  2 "  “  .
2, Vo; : u> >  7r /h
with P(s) =  C  (s i — A — B C )~ l  B  =  -=£ . Then,
\LP\ =
j+25
30sin(ho;/2)
30
: * / h
The result gives \LP\ <  1, for all a/, if h <  0.177.
This example shows clearly that our method can also be very conservative. In 
fact, our method can fail for a system which is stable independent of delay. (O f 
course, many other methods given in the literature such as the ones given in [17, 36,
26
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37, 41, 55, 57, 58, 63] will also fail since those methods are much more conservative 
than ours.) Take an example,
i( t )  =  —10i(t) +  9x(t — r)
where r  € [0, h). Let
G(s) =  C (s l -  A )~ lB  =  9
8  +  10
and ||G(s)|| =  9/10 < 1. So the uncertain delay system is delay-independent stable. 
Now use our method and note that
9P{s) =  C (s l - A -  BC )~l B  =  
18 sin(hu//2)
s +  1
Then
 zi f i,i /9\
-, Vu/ : 0 <  u/ <  n /h
v T T w 5
\LP\ =
T n b f ,  V" : "  > ’T/a 
It  can be shown that HLPHoo >  1 for h >  0.115. Hence the test fails to detect 
delay-independent stability.
2.6 Stability with Parametric Uncertainties
Consider the following uncertain time-delay system:
i( t )  =  (A +  A jl) i ( t )  +  £  (£( +  AB i) x ( t  -  Tj),
»=1
where A A , AE X are parametric uncertainties. Let E i +  A E i be factorized as 
Bi (At) Ci ( ^ )  where Bi € 7£nxri, Ci 6  TViXn. Then, system can be rewritten 
as,
x(t) =  ( a  +  A A  +  +  APt) )  x  +  ' t ,  BiVi(t),
\  »=i /  »=i
27
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Z i ( t )  =  C ix(t),
Vi(t)  =  (®n — 1) IkiZiit),
which can be represented in LPT framework with constant matrix P, as shown in 
Figure 2.8:
A + A A  + 52i= i (E i + AE i) B \ • • • Bm 
C\ 0 • • • 0
p  =
C m  o  • • •  0
Without loss of generality, we assume P  can be written as
A +  A A  B {A )  
C  (A ) 0
Figure 2.8: Interconnected Representation of the Delay System
■1
* £
1
M i r
p  = + A \ Nt N2
1 
■ 
£ * M 2
L
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for some block diagonal uncertainty parameter A. The uncertain system can be put 
in the LFT form as shown in Figure 2.2 with P(s),
P{s)
Figure 2.9: Interconnected Representation of the Delay System
P(s) =
(  \ /  \
Co
{s i -  Ao) 1 ( Bo ) +
Do M 2
< N ' j
\  /
K *  0 >
Denote 2>(s) =  diag((e_Tl* -  1) /* ,, . . ,  (e~Tta -  l ) / fc<). Then the robust stabil­
ity problem of this uncertain delay system can be converted into robust stability
problem of system !FU
directly.
/ * • \
V{s) 0
P , , to which Theorem 2.3 can
\ 0 A /
29
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Exam ple 2.3 (Real Parametric Uncertainties)
Consider the following uncertain system from [38],
- 2  +  1.6*x 0 - 1 + 0 .1*3 0
x (t)  = x(t) +
0 -1 + 0 .0 5 *2 -1  -1  +  0.3*4
x {t — h)
where uncertain parameters **, i  =  1, —  ,4 are real constant values and satisfy 
|*,| <  1. To find out the maximum of h such that system stays stable, we rewrite 
the system as:
X —
*3 +  1.6*i +  0.1*3 0
- 1  —2 +  0.05*2 +  0.3*4
x(t)
■1 +  0.1<i3 0
- 1  —1 +  0.3*4
«(*)»
y(t) =
1 0 
0 1
x(t).
Let P  be the representation of system in Figure 2.8 :
- 3  +  1.6*i + 0.1*3 0 -1  + 0.1*3 0
-1  -2  +  0 .05*2 +  0.3*4 -1  -1  + 0.3*4
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0  0
P  =
Aq Bo Mi
= +
CQ Do m2
[ m iV2]
30
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- 3  0 - 1 0
-1  -2  -1  -1  
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0
1.6 0 0.1 0
0 0.05 0 0.3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
8<i
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0 
1 0  1 0  
0 1 0  1
Uncertain delay system can be rearranged as in Figure 2.9,
P(s) =
• •
- 3 0 -1 0 1.6 0 0.1 0
-1 - 2 -1 -1 0 0.05 0 0.3
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
with uncertainty T =  diag((e“,Aw -  where 6 , 6  71, |<5*| <  1,
i  =  1 ,. . . ,  4. Let
L(u;) =
diag (2 sin ^ h ,  h ) ,  0 <  ui <  ir /h  
diag (2/ 2, h ) ,  u > i r / h
and denote M{u>) =  LP {u). By Theorem 2.3, we need the structured singular value 
of system LP , i.e. fi& (LP), less than one for all frequency to conclude the robust 
stability.
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The associated uncertainty T consists of real and repeated complex numbers. 
For such so-called “mixed” p  value, we can obtain an upper bound by
P c {M )<  inf m in{/?: M 'R M  +  j{G M  -  M mG) -  02R < o \ ,
RGV, GeG S '  t
where
2? =  {diag(D ,d1,d2,d3,d4) : D  € C2*2, D  =  D* >  0, <k € =  1 ,... ,4 }
g =  {diag (02,51,52, 93, 9a) : 9 i € R , i  =  1 ,... ,4 } .
00
OS
08
05
03
Figure 2.10: An upper bound of p&(LP)
The result is shown in Figure 2.10. By Theorem 2.3, the uncertain time-delayed 
system is stable if h <  1.715, in contrast with h <  0.689 given in [38].
To improve this result, we can apply system (2.4) to test stability for general 
delay h €  [hi, h2), since delay h is a. fixed unknown number belonging to the interval. 
Rewrite the system:
32
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± {t) =
- 2  +  1.66x 0
x(t) +
-1  +  O.I63 0
0 - 1 +  0.05(52 -1 -1  +  0.364
+
—1 +  O.U3 0
u(t -  h i),
-1 —1 +  O.364
x (t — h\)
y(t) =
1 0
* ( 0 ,
0 1
u (t) =  x(t -  h +  h i) -  x ( t),
which can be rearranged as in Figure 2.9,
P(s) =
—2 -  e-h l* 
-e ~ hia
0
-1  -  e~hx*
_ e-/>] j
_ e-Al*
0
-e A“
1.6
0
0
0.05
0.1e-5hl
0
0
0.3e~*Al
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
with uncertainty T =  diag ((e-4T -  l ) / 2, 5:, 62, 63, S4), where r  =  h —hj € [0, £2 - * 0 -  
Applying Theorem 2.3, we can show that the system is stable if delay h belongs to 
intervals: [1.70,1.75),[1.74,1.79),[1.78,1.82),[1.81,1.86),[1.85,1.89), [1.885,1.895),
33
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[1.89,1.91) and [1.910,1.921). Results are shown in Figure 2.11. Then, we can 
conclude that the system is stable for h € [0,1.921).
0.9
03
03
02
Ol
10’ *
Figure 2.11: Upper bounds of fi^ (L P )  for various delay intervals
R em ark 2.1 For a multiple delay system, enlarging the stability regions by test­
ing stability for general delays intervals will involve more testing. For instance, 
considering a system with two delays hi and h i, assume the system is stable if 
h i €  [0,h }), h i €  [0 ,^2). To expand the stability region, say the system is stable if 
h i €  [0, h i), h i €  [0 , hi), we need to check the stability for ht 6  [0 , hx), h i 6  [62, h2) 
hi €. [hi, h i), h i 6  [hi, h i), and hi 6  [h^hi), h i € [0,£2). This is shown in Fig­
ure 2.12. The uncertain delay space is two dimension for ht, hi, and we need to 
test for area A, B and C.
34
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Figure 2.12: Uncertain delay space
2.7 Controller Synthesis
All results presented in the previous sections can be generalized to synthesis of 
uncertain delay systems. In fact, we can also include other types of uncertainties and 
disturbances easily using the general linear fractional framework [78]. It  will also 
be clear that the problems considered in [17, 41, 44, 40, 52] are special cases in our 
framework. We shall only illustrate the basic idea here since it is relatively straight­
forward once the problem is set up in a suitable linear fractional transformation 
form.
Consider a general uncertain system as shown in Figure 2.13 where G(s) is 
the general interconnection of the system, K  is the controller, A* is the block of 
uncertain delays, and Au is the block of model uncertainties. Our objective is to 
design a controller K  so that it stabilizes the uncertain system and at same time 
rejects optimally the disturbance d. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
G(s) is a finite dimensional system with a state space realization
35
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A B i B2 B3 b 4
Ci D u D \2 D\3 D u
c 2 D2i D 22 D23 D 24
Cz D 31 D 32 D33 D 34
C4 D 41 Dta. D 43 D 44
with uncertainties
A4 — diag{2?ri/ r, , "DTtI r i}
and
&u =  diag{Ai, A2, . . . ,  A *}.
'm
K (s)
G(s)
Figure 2.13: General Synthesis Framework
It is clear that all problems considered in the existing literature are special cases 
of this framework. Take, for example, A<f =  2>r / r , A,* =  A l? and D u =  0, =
0, D 21 =  0, D 2 2  — 0, Z?23 =  0, D 31 =  0, D 32 =  0, Z?33 =  0. Then the system equations
36
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can be written as
i{ t ) — (j4 ■+■ BjAjCaJxft) -+- Bi{Ci +  D\2^iC-i)x{t — r )
+(•04 +  ^2AiZ?24)u(t) +  Bj(Di4 +  Z?i2AiZ?24)n(t — t) 
z(£) =  C3x(t) +  DMu{t)
V it) =  (C4 +  ^4lA iC2)x(t) ■+■ D \\{C \ +  D \2 & \C i)x (t — t )
+ D 4 1(D i4 +  D i2 &.\D u)u{t — t) +  D ^d (t)  +  (D44 +  DV2&.l D24)u(t)
It is clear that one can apply directly the i*-synthesis techniques ([78]) to the 
system in Figure 2.13 to synthesis delay-independent controllers.
To use the delay dependent analysis results in the previous sections for synthesis, 
we need first to modify the framework by subtracting an I  and adding an I  to the 
delay block Aa as shown in Figure 2.14. Now apply the /x-synthesis techniques to 
the system in Figure 2.14 with the generalized plant G(s):
G(s) =
iF £2 v \  (F UT
A B i B 2 B 3 B a
Ci £>n D \2 D iz £ > \a
c2 £>21 D 22 £>23 £>2A
C3 £>31 £>32 £>33 £>34
C4 £>41 £>42 £>43 £>aa
37
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where the corresponding matrices can be obtained by
A B\
C \ D u  D\2 D13 D u
C*2 D?i D a  D23 D 24
C3 Dz\ Dyi D33 D34
C \ D41 D42 D43 D44
A Bi Bi b3 Ba
Ci Du Dn D 13 D ia
C2 Du D a D a DiA
C3 D31 D a D a D34
c 4 Dai Dai D43 Daa
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
D n ) '1 0 0 0 Cl I D u D13 D u
0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 / 0 0 0 0 I
0
0
We would also like to point out that many other control problems, such as the 
guaranteed cost control problem considered in [14, 40], can be easily handled nsing 
this framework.
38
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K(s)
G{s)
Figure 2.14: Framework for Synthesis Using Delay-dependent Results
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Chapter 3 
Structured Singular Value with Phase 
Information
We have seen in the last chapter that the structured singular value (SSV) plays the 
key role in the robust stability and performance analysis of an uncertain time-delay 
system. In the case when an uncertain time-delay system is not delay-independent 
stable, the possible phase variation range of an delay term e_rr is crucial in deter­
mining the delay stability margin. In this chapter, we shall give an extension of the 
structured singular value to include phase information of the uncertainties. The re­
sults presented here are minor extension of [71, 72] for repeated scalar uncertainties 
case.
3.1 SSV with Phase Information
Let r  =  Aij H H A?<+m+n +  nx H +  rip and £, m, n, p >  0. Define
^  -=  {d iag(7i/*,»• • •, Jeht , 7r+iA<+1»• • •»7e+m^k{+m > ^ t+m+iA<+m+i > • • • > 
6 e+m+nht+m+n, A l t . . . ,  Ap) : £  € K , yt 6 C, A* €  C"**"4} ,
• |diag(7i/*,, . . . ,  7*/*,, 7r+i-ffc<+i > • • •»'Yi+mfkt+m > &t+m+1 fit*+m+,»- • •,
^l+m+nA,+m+n, Ax,. . . ,  A p ). (i, € 7* € Cj \ l j j \  ^  0j, j  — 1, . . . ,  I,
Aj e C"**"* } ,
where ©* =  (0x,. . . ,  0*) with 0* € [0,7t/ 2] for i  =  1 ,. . . ,£ .
The structured singular value of a matrix M  €  Crxr with respect to a block 
structure T©, is defined to be PT9 t (M ) =  0 if there is no T 6  T©, such that
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det(/ — TM ) =  0, and
»re t (M )
otherwise.
Define
=  { min {
Vrer^
o(r): det(I — TM ) =  0>)
- I
T  := {T : T  =  d i a g ^ , . . . , Te, . . . 1 Tt+m, . . . , T e+m+n,d l I n i, . . . , d p- l I n^ l , I np), 
o < t :  =  Ti e c * x\  d ie n ,  d i>  0} ,
S , : = { S :  S =  diag(Sl , . . . ,S < ,0 , . . . ,0 ) ,  0 <  5* =  $  € C * * * }  ,
Be t : = { B  : B  =  diag(A7*i>. . . , /3eI ki,0 , . . .  ,0) : fl- 6 [-cot^.cot^J } ,
G n : = { G :  G =  diag(0,...,0,G/+m+1,.. . ,G «+m+„ ,0 , . . . ,0 ) ,  G* = G t e CfciXfci} .
We have the following results, which are generalizations of the corresponding 
results in [71] for block structured case.
Lem m a 3.1 Let T 6 r© t, with T *r  <  a~2 I .  Then r  satisfies
I
r
R ( I  -  jB )S  
S (I + jB )  - a 2R
I
r
> 0,
fo r  every R  6 T , S 6 St, and B  e B©f •
Proof.
Consider any T 6 r e , satisfying T T  < a~2 I .  Since T commutes with every R  6  T , 
we have
R  -  a2r R T  =  R {I -  a 2r T )  =  R t/2{ I  -  a2r T ) i2 1'2 >  0.
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Next, since every T 6 r©,, every S 6 Se, and every B G B©, commute with each 
other, and since |# | <  cot#* =  we have
7» +  7,* ~  jP iiJ i ~  7») >  0 
for * =  1 , . . . ,  I. Since B  6 B©t, we then have
sr + rs  -  j (B s r  -  r mSB) =  s{ r + r* + jB(r -  r)) > o.
Hence we conclude that
r  -  a2r  at + sr + r*s -  j (B s r  -  r s B ) > o,
which is exactly what we need. □
Using the above lemma, we can show the following theorem which is a general­
ization of the result in [71].
Theorem  3.2 Let T € T©,, with r * r  <  a~2 l .  I f  there exist some R € T , S 6 S*, 
B  € B©,, and G  € Gn such that
A T R M  -  a 2R +  (S (I +  jB ) M  +  M ’ ( /  -  jB )S ) +  j  (G M  -  ATG) <  0, (3.1)
then det(J — TM ) £  0.
Proof.
Rewrite equation (3.1) as
R  (I - j B ) S - j G
S (I +  jB ) + jG  -c ? R
- m
M
I
I
fc;
— 
■ 
i
/
<  0. (3.2)
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We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that det( I  -  TM ) =  0. Then for some 
nonzero v 6 CT, we have ( /  — TM )v  =  0. Defining u =  M v, we have v =  I'm. Now, 
from equation (3.2), we have
v
M
m
R ( I - j B ) S - j G M
I S { I + j B ) + j G -ct*R I
v <  0,
i.e,
u
v
R ( I - j B ) S - j G
S{ I  +  j B ) + j G  —a2R
• *
u
V
< 0.
Next, let G 6  G„ and note that F*G =  GT, v =  FM v , then v 'M 'G v  
v 'M 'G T M v  =  v 'M T 'G M v  =  v 'G M v, i.e.,
v* (G M  -  ATG) t; =  0.
But from Lemma 3.1, we must have
•  • r
I  R (I - j B ) S  I
r s ( i + j B )  - c ? r  r
>o,
which yields
/
r
R ( I - j B ) S  
5 ( /  +  jB ) —oP’R
I
r
t* >  o.
Adding w* (G M  — M *G ) v =  0, we get
R ( I  — jB )S  — jG
S (I +  j B ) + jG  —ct*R
43
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u
V
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VT9 t {M ) =  <
which is a contradiction. □
From the definition of /ire,(M ), we have the following result.
C orollary 3.3 Let M  e Crxr. Then Hr0 t (M ) <  /tre<(M), where fir» t (M ) =  
inf { a  : M *R M  -  a2R +  (S (I +  jB ) M  +  M ' ( I -  jB )S ) +  j  (G M  -  M 'G ) <  0,
a  >  0, R  € T , S 6 Sg, B  € B et ,G  € G n } .
3.2 Computational Issues
It  is noted that the optimization involved in Corollary 3.3 is in general non- 
convex. However, several special cases listed below are convex problems.
1. If  M  € C  is a scalar and £ =  1, we have
0, if Re(M) — cot 0|Im (M)| <  0 
\M \, if Re(Af) -cot0|Im(Af)| >  0
2. If  di =  jt/2 , i  =  1 , . . . ,£ ,  i.e., if Re(7*) >  0, i  =  then B =  0 and the
optimization becomes a convex optimization.
(M ) =  inf {o  : M 'R M  -  a 2R +  S M  +  M 'S  +  j  (G M  -  M *G ) <  0,
a  >  0 ,#  6 T ,S  €  Sf,G € G n} .
3. As pointed out in [71], if kj =  1, j  =  then the optimization in Corol­
lary 3.3 can be converted to a convex one by setting B  =  SB  and computing
inf {a  : M 'R M  -  c?R +  SM +  M 'S +  j(B M  -  M *B) + j(G M  -  M 'G ) <  0}(3.3)
with convex constraints
-S B  <  B  <  SB  
where B  =  diag(cot0\lkx, . . . ,  cot #*/*,).
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It  is also possible to compute an upper bound of /ire< (•W) by solving equation 
(3.3), even when kj ^  In this case, we will get more conservative
result. In general, a suboptimal ArS{(M ) can be obtained through an iterative 
algorithm: First solving R, S and G with a fixed B , then solving B  with R, S and 
G  obtained in the previous step, repeat the process until a satisfactory solution is 
found.
45
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Chapter 4
Robust Stability and Performance 
Analysis Using Phase Information
In this chapter, we shall see how the structured singular value with phase information 
can be used for robust stability and performance analysis of uncertain time delay 
systems with possibly structured uncertainties.
4.1 Analysis Using Phase Information
Let’s start with robust stability problem to get some intuitive idea. Consider 
the uncertain time-delay system represented in Figure 2.1. We are interested in 
determining the largest possible range of delays so that the system is robustly stable. 
Consider the time-delay system (2.1):
t
x (t) =  A x(t) +  ^  A i i{ t  — Ti).
1 = 1
In Figure 2.1, denote
and let
P ( s ) = C ( s I - A ) - l B , (4.1)
A  =  diag(e_n* /kl, e " ^ / * , , ) ,  (4.2)
46
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where t* 6 [0, hi) is an uncertain constant.
Lemma 4.1 Suppose A  is stable. Then the uncertain delay system is stable i f  
det (7 — AP(ju>)A(ju)) ^  0, >  0, n  € [0, hi), A € [0,1].
Proof.
It  is clear that det(7 — AP(s)A(s)) has no unstable zeros for a sufficiently small 
A >  0. Since det(7 — AP(s)A(s)) is a continuous function of A, there must be a
A € [0,1] and a u  such that det(7 — A P (ju )A (jt j) )  =  0 if det(7 — P(s)A(s)) has
any unstable zeros (i.e., the uncertain delay system is unstable). □
Note that the phase of each uncertain delay term is given by
l e-jTiU _  g 0],
and A ( ju )  € r© t with T©, =  {diag(7l7fcl, . . .  ,yeI kl) : 7i € C, U7i| <  h u }  , if 
0 < h i <  it  (2 (since hiuj <  h iu  <  . . .  <  heuj). We have:
Theorem  4.2 Suppose A is stable and assume hx < h i < . . . <  hi. Then the un­
certain delay system is stable fo r  e [0, hi), i  =  1 , . . . ,  I  i f  the following conditions 
hold
(a) u(u) =  (P {jo i)) <  1 fo r  0  <u> <  i r / 2 he with 0, =  hnj, i  =  1 , . . . ,  i ;
(b) For each n =  \ , . . . , t — I ,  we have i/{ui) =  Mre„ (P ( ju ))  <  1 fo r  
7r/2/»„+i < uj <  ic/2hn, with Qi =  hiU, i =  I , . . . ,  n and
P&a {  ^ l°8 (7 lftii • * * > 7nffei i '7n+l/fen +!>***» 7 t h t ) :
7i 6 C, |Zt,| <  h ju j, j =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n } ;
(c) v(u) =  Mr {P ( ju ) )  <  1 fo r w >  tt/2 /ix with T  =  {diag(717fcl, . . . ,  j eI kt) : 7i € C}.
47
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P roof.
The proof follows from Lemma 4.1. □
Since the structured singular value using the phase information is always no 
greater than the structured singular value without using the phase information for 
any complex matrix M , the stability condition in the above theorem can be much less 
conservative than the delay independent stability test in [10] using  the structured 
singular value without using the phase information.
Exam ple 4.1 To illustrate above theorem, consider a first order delay system.
x(t) =  —10x(t) — 15r(t — r)
where r  € [0, h). Now let
- 15s +  10’ 
and define u(P(Ju)) as
(P ( ju ) ) ) 0 ^  w <  i r / 2 h with Q =  huj,
\P{juj)\, ( j >  ir/2h
0, Va» s.t. 0 <  hi <  x /2 h and Re(P) — cottf|Im(P)| <  0
\P{ju))\, otherwise
The i / (P { ju ))  is plotted in Figure 4.1. By Theorem 4.2, the delay system is robustly 
stable if  v {P {ju )) <  1. Hence we conclude that the system is stable if  h <  0.142 
since v{P {jw )) plotted in Figure 4.1 for h  =  0.142 is no greater than 1.
It  is noted that v(ui) in Theorem 4.2 is computed with —hiui <  Z7, <  fnu, but 
in fact Z7ie~^74W € [—hjt^O]. Hence, the stability condition given in Theorem 4.2
48
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Figure 4.1: An upper bound of u (P (ju ))  for h =  0.142 (solid line), h =  0.07 
(dashed line), and Hv{P) (doted line)
may be conservative. To reduce the conservativeness, we now define an angle shifted 
system M (s):
M ( t)  »  P(s) d in g le -*-"*/*,, e -*""2/* , , . . . ,  e '* '" 2/* ,), 
with the associated uncertainty
I’M  =  d iag (e-"'-TL> ■ /*„ £ -< " -> /* , n e (0,A,l
=  d iag (e -^ '/t l , e - * '/* ,, ■ •, < T *" /,,), *  €  [-fc /2 , h ,/2j.
(4.3)
Then
e [-h iU j/2, hiO//2],
and rO'cj) € r© , with T & t  =  {diag(7 1/ fcl, 72/ fcl, . . .  , 7/J*<) : 7* 6  C , |Z7,-| <  h n j / 2}, 
if  heu> <  ir (since h\0j  <  haw <  . . .  <  h<o/).
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Theorem  4.3 Suppose A is stable and assume hx < h? < . . .  <  ht . Then the un­
certain delay system is stable fo r  r, € [0, hi), i  =  1, . . . ,  i  , i f  the following conditions 
hold
(a) v{(jj) =  pr&t (M ( ju )) <  1 fo r  0 <  w <  ir/h e with &i — hitu/2 , i  =  1, . . . ,  £;
(b) For each n =  1, 1, we have i/(w) =  p r0n (M ( ju ))  <  1 fo r  
ir/hn+i <  u; <  ir/hn, with $i =  h iu /2 , * =  1, . . . ,  n and
{ diag(7 i / fcl,. . ., T'n/fcn > Tn+l-^ bn+i > • • •»l l h t )  *
7i e C, \ L ij\  < h j( j / 2 , j  =  1, . . . ,  n } ;
(c) t/(u) =  pt (M (ju j)) <  1 fo rw  >  tt//»x w ith !  =  {d ia g frii*,,. . . ,  yeI kl) : 74 6  C }. 
P roof.
From Lemma 4.1, the system is stable if
det ( /  -  AP {jw )A (ju i))  #  0, Vw > 0, A 6  [0 ,1].
Now note that
P(ju>)A (ju) =  M (ju j)r( ju i)  
and hence we only need to make sure that
det ( /  — \M (jw )r(ju > ))  7^  0, Vw >  0, A 6  [0 ,1].
For 0 <  u  <  ic jh t, we have |Ze-J**tJ| =  \<t>iw\ <  hnj/ 2  <  n / 2  since hxu> < h^w <
. . .  <  hfw <  n. Hence AT 6  T©, with 0i =  hiui/2 for i  =  1 , . . . ,  I , and
det ( /  — X M (jw )r( ju ))  # 0 ,  V 0 < w <  ir /he, A € [0,1],
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if  part (a) is true. Similarly, we can show that for any given n, n =  1 , . . . ,  £ — 1 ,
det ( /  -  X M {ju )T ( ju ))  #  0, V ic/hn+x < u <  ir/h *, A 6 [0,1]
if  A*re» (M ( ju ))  <  1. Finally, when ui >  ir /h i,  the p  with phase information cannot 
be applied, so we would require the plain p condition (i.e., part (c) without any 
phase information) holds. □
Now consider again the above example:
x(t) =  — 10x(£) — 15 x (t — t )
where r  € [0, h). Now let
p <*> =  M (s) =  p ( 3)e- ™  =  = ^ !
and define u(M(ju>)) as
!p r 9  (M ( ju ) ) , 0  <  uj <  it fh  with 9 =  hu/2,\M ( ju )\, u  > irfh
0, Vo; s.t. 0 <  u  <  ic/h  and Re(Af) — cot fl|Im (A f)| <  0
\M (ju )\, otherwise
The u {M { ju ))  is plotted in Figure 4.2. By Theorem 4.3, the delay system is stable
if  u (M (ju ))  <  1. Hence we conclude that the system is stable if h <  0.2057 since
v (M ( ju ) )  plotted in Figure 4.2 for h =  0.2057 is no greater than 1. It  should be 
pointed out that the estimate obtained using Theorem 4.2 is h <  0.142, and the 
estimate from the last chapter is h <  0.06667, while the estimate using the existing 
methods in [17, 37, 41] are much smaller.
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Figure 4.2: An upper bound of v (M (ju ))  for h =  0.2057 (solid line), h =  
0.1420 (dashed line), and p r(A/) (doted line)
Hence to test the robust stability of an uncertain time-delay system with a 
given time-delay bound h, we can compute the structured singular value with phase 
information for system Fu(P (s ),e -/*'), or for Fu(P(s)e- ^ ,e - ^ ). In  general, it is 
not clear which one gives the less conservative results. At specified frequency, the 
structured singular value with phase information of the angle shifted system M (s) 
may be greater or smaller than that of the system P(s).
Theorem  4.4 Suppose A  is stable and assume h i <  h2  < . . . <  hf. Then the 
uncertain delay system is stable fo r  Ti 6 [0, hi), i  =  1 , . . . ,  £ , i f
v{w) =  min {v  TgJ , v (M (jo ;), T g ) } <  1,
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fo r  a ll uJ, where u (P {jw ), T fJ  and v (M (ju j), TqJ are defined as
f i r Bt (p ( ju ) )  0 < w <  ir/2he, Oi =  hiu>, i  =  1 , . . . ,  l \
i / ( P ( j a ; ) , r S , )  =
M r*. (P(Ju)) *  1 2 hn+i < u <  Tr/2 hn, n =  l , . . . , £ - l ,
9i =  kiuj, i  =  l , . . . , n
u  > w/2 hif i r  (P ( jv ) ) ,
where the corresponding TeB is defined as 
^Qn — (7 iA i > • • • i 7nA«i • • •» 'yJ fc/) • 7i ^ |^7jl — hjUi^j =  1 , 2 , ,  n, } j
T =  {diag(7 i / fcl, . . . , 7f / fc£,) : 7i 6 C , i  =  1,
And,
/*re< W j 'w ) ) , 0 <  ^ <  */he, Oi =  ^u;/2, i  =  1 , . . . ,  £; 
P r*. W j w ) ) , ir/hn+i < w <  ic/hn, n =  1, 1,
Oi =  h iu /2 , i  =  l , . . . , n
)),
where the corresponding Te,, is defined as
w >  n/hi
r®n =  {diag (7i/* i, - - -, 7n/fc„, • • •, 7rA ,) : 7* 6  C , (Z-yjl <  hju>/2,j =  1, 2, . . . ,  n} . 
T  =  {diag (71 Jfcl, . . . ,  Tf/fc,) 7* 6  C , i =  1, . . . ,  1} .
4.2 Stability with General Time Delays
We have discussed the stability analysis using phase information formulated as 
!FU (G (s), 2?), where G(s) is the generalized system and e [0, h*], uncertainty 
T> =  diag (e- *n i r i, . . . ,  e_,T£/ r<) , as shown in Figure 2.1.
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G(s)
Figure 4.3: Phase-shifted Delay System
For general time delays r, € [/^, A*], the phase information provided by uncer­
tainties becomes [—hiW, —A*u/]. By shifting phase of the system and uncertainty, we 
can analyze the stability by applying Theorem 4.4.
Shown in Figure 4.3, assume G(s) stable and let
D  =  diag (e-'*>frt, e - ^ / ri, . . . , e ~ ^ I rt) .
G(s) =  G(s)D. Note that the phase of corresponding uncertainty f>,
V  =  d iag(e-'(T‘-^ J /r i, . . . , e - 4^ > / rf) ,
=  diag (e-rfl7n , . . . ,  6 [0, h* -  A.-],
turns out to be [— (hi — AJu/,o]. Then, Theorem 4.4 can be applied.
If  <j (s) is an unstable system, stability analysis for general delays using phase 
information can not apply, since G (s)D  is unstable. For instance, consider a second 
order oscillatory system as we have done in chapter 2:
y  +  J£y  — k y ( t  — r )  =  0.
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Rewrite the system G(s) as
(  \  
i i
x 2
0 1 
-wg 0
* - ( i  o)
/  >
Xi 0
+
X 2> < k )
/ \
«(*)»
Xi
x2
with input u(t) =  y(t — r) . To find out the delay which stabilizes the system, we 
consider the system T u (G (s), e-rr ) for r  6 [&, h ) ,h >  0 since system is unstable for 
h =  0. Analysis methods described in this chapter doesn’t apply then, since G{s)£) 
is unstable for all h >  0.
4.3 Robust Stability and Performance Analysis
Now, we are ready to consider the general robust stability and robust perfor­
mance problem of uncertain time delay systems with possibly structured uncertain­
ties using Corollary 3.3. To that end, it is noted that without loss of generality, we 
can assume that the uncertain delay system have been arranged in the standard lin­
ear fractional transformation form as shown in Figure 4.4. We shall also assume that 
the system m atrix P(s) is a rational stable transfer matrix with suitable d im ensions,
and is denoted by P(s) =
- ■
A B
C D
:=  C {s l — A)~l B  +  D.
We assume that 2?(s) =  diag{e-11'/*,,..., e~Tt*Ikt } includes all uncertain delays 
such that Ti €  [0 ,h i ), i  =  1 , . . . , £  and hi <  h? <  . . .  <  he, and A  is a block 
structured uncertainty includes all real, complex scalar and full block uncertainties 
and those blocks associated with robust performance criteria. W ith an appropriate
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Figure 4.4: LFT Form of an Uncertain Delay System 
arrangement, uncertainty T =  diag{D (s), A } can be written as
diag {2>(s), A } :=  {diag(e-T,*/Jfc, , . . . ,  e 'T“ Ik(, y t+ ih t+l, ■ • •, 7<+mAt+m,
\Ik(+m+ni A i,. . . , Ap) . 
7i 6 [ 0 , / l i ) ,7 i 6 C )Ji e R A 6  C"‘x* } ,
where £, m, n, p >  0. Then, the uncertainty with phase information is given by
• {diag(7i/*j, . . . ,  'Yelkt»7f+i-ffc<+i > • • •»'1t+mlkt+m > <^+m+iAf+m+i > • • • > 
$l+Tn+nIkt+mJrn j A |,. . . , Ap) . 7i € C, t = 1,. .. , (. ■+■ TTlj |^7j| — hjUl, 
j  =  i , . . . , e , 6 i € K ,  A € c ^ ^ } ,
for u; such that h(U <  n / 2 .
Next, define
M (s) =  F(s)diag(e-A‘-/2/ fcl, . . . , e~h^ I kt, I kt+l, . . . , / , )
and the corresponding uncertainty blocks as
r e,W := {diag(7i . »Tftlkt1 7 < + lA t + 1»• • • » 7/+m-ffc<+m > ^ + m + l f t { +m +1»• • • j
&t+m+nlfef+n>+n> Ai, - • •, Ap) . 7* € C, i  — 1, ...,£ + JBj |^7j| ^ hj(j/2, 
j  =  i  A * € c r * x-* } ,
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if hguj < ir (since h iw  < h^ui <  . . .  < h&S).
Theorem  4.5 Suppose A is stable. Then the uncertain delay system is robustly 
stable i f  the following conditions hold
u(u) =  min {v  (P (ja /), r f ,)  , v (M (ju t), T ^ )  } <  1,
fo r  a ll ui, where u and v ^M (ju j), are defined as
P r e , {Ptiu))  0  <  u  <  7 r/2ht, di =  hi(j, * =  1 , . . . ,  £,
Vr**. (Pt/w)) n / 2 hn+l <u><  i r / 2 h„, n =  1 , . . . ,  I  -  1,
Bi =  hiU, i =  1 , . . . ,n
f ir  (PO'w)), 
where the corresponding Tea is defined as
uj > i r j 2 h\
( 7 i 4 i  j  • * • »  7 n A «  > • • j  7 ^ + m ^ ^ n ,  5 1 1 fc<+m + 1  > * * *»
Ax, . . ., Ap) : 7* € C,i = |Z7j| < A,-!*/,,;' = l,...,n ,6  € ft, A« € C"*™*} ,
^  {diag ( l l h i  i • - • t 'Yt+mlkt+m i ^ 7+m+l-ffc<^ .m+i > • • • i &t+m+nlki+m+n » ^ 1» • • •» ^p)
7< € C ,t =  l , . . . , l  +  m;& 6 ft,A< 6 Cn<xn<} ,
and
r " )  =
P r « t (A f(ju> )), o <  u/ <  0* =  Aiu;/2, * =  1, . . . ,  i ,
A*r«a (M ( ju ) ) , n/hn+i < u i <  n =  1 , . . . ,  I  -  1,
di =  hiio/2, i  =  1 , . . . ,  n 
ui >  ir /h i
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where the corresponding T e . is defined as
r© „ =  {diag ( 7l/fei > — > 7n/fc»»• * • > 7/+m-ffc<+m» i * • • > ^ f+m+n A /+m+„»
A i , . . . ,  Ap ) : 7i €  C , i  =  1 , . . . ,  £, |Z7j| <  h ju j/2 ,j =  1 , . . . ,  n, G ft , A* G C "'X,K } , 
r  {  d i a g  (pfllki > • • • » 7^ + m -ffc *+ m  > • • • » ^ £ + m + n /fc < + m + »> A j ,  • • • >
7< € C ,i =  +  £  G ft, A , e C"iXTN } .
The proof of this theorem is .similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 and an upper 
bound of t/(u/) can be computed by applying Corollary 3.3 .
4.4 Examples
Consider the following uncertain delay system:
i
x(t) =  {A  +  A A ) x{t) +  £  (Ei +  A ^ ) x {t -  Ti).
i=l
Let E{ 4- A Ei be factorized as Bi (A ,) C7» (A*) where B{ G f tnxr\  Ci G f t riXn. Then, 
the system can be rewritten as,
e
x{t) =  (A  +  A^4) x +  53 BiVi{t)
i= 1
Zi(t) =  CjX(t)
which can be represented in LFT framework with the constant matrix P, as shown 
in Figure 4.5:
P  =
A  +  A A  Bx
Cx 0 0
0 0
A +  A A  5 ( A )  
C (A ) 0
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Suppose P  can be written as
Figure 4.5: Interconnected Representation of the Delay System
Ao Bo
+
M i
A N t 1V2
Co D 0 m 2
P =
for some block diagonal uncertain parameter A . Again, the uncertain system can 
be put in the LFT form as shown in Figure 4.6 with P(s),
/  \ /  \
Co
**■« 1 t 1 £ +
Dq m 2
P(s) =
0 >
Denote T>(s) =  diag(e-nJ/ * , , . . . ,  e~Tt*Ikl). Then the robust stability of this uncer­
tain delay system ran be converted into stability of system T x 
to which Theorem 4.5 can be applied directly.
/ • “ \
V(s) 0
p,
\ 0 A /
59
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P(s)
Figure 4.6: Interconnected Representation of the Delay System
Exam ple 4.2 (Stability with Real Constant Parametric Uncertainties) 
Consider the following uncertain system from [38],
-2  +1.6*! 0 -1 + 0 .1 *3  o
x (t) = x(t) +
0 -1+0.05*2 -1  - 1 + 0 .3*4
x (t — h)
where uncertain parameters Siy i  =  1, • • •, 4 are real constants and satisfy |*j| <  1. 
To find the maximum of h such that the system stays stable for r  e [0, A), we 
compute the system’s structure singular value with/without the phase information. 
Rewrite the original system equation:
“(0.x (t) =
-2  +  1.6*i 0
x(t) +
- 1  +  0.1*3 0
0 —1 +  0.05*2 -1  -1  +  0.3*4
y(t) =
1 0 
0 1
x(t).
60
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Let P  be the representation of system in Figure 4.5
P  =
Aq £
1
M i f+ A \ N i  N2
Co Do $
1
L
- 2  0 - 1 0  
0 - 1  - 1  - 1  
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0
1.6 0 0.1 0
0 0.05 0 0.3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Si
s2
*4
The uncertain delay system can be rearranged as in Figure 4.6,
P (s) =
■ -
-2 0 -1 0 1.6 0 0.1 0
0 -1 -1 -1 0 0.05 0 0.3
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
with T =  diag(e jh*  12,61,62,83,64), where |e jhu\ <  1, Vu; € 71, 8{ € 71, |£{| <  1, 
* =  1 , . . .  ,4.
1. Consider system P  associated with uncertainty T. The structured singular 
value, /ir (P ), can be obtained as following. Given a frequency ut, denote the
61
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complex matrix M  =  P ( j u ) -  Define T , G  as,
T  =  { T  : T  =  diag(7\,T2,T 3,T4, T5) , 0 <  7? =  Tls 7\ 6  C2x2, T2 T5 € k }  ,
G  =  {G : G =  diag(02,G2,G 3, G4,G 5) , G* 6  .
Then, an upper bound of H r ( M )  is obtained by solving
inf {a  : M ' R M  -  a 2R  +  j  ( G M  -  M * G )  <  0 } ,
where R  € T , G 6  G.
2. Consider system P  associated with uncertainty I \  The structured singular 
value with phase information, f i r 9 ( P ) ,  can be obtained as following. Given 
a frequency u> and delay h , denote the complex matrix M  =  P ( j u j ) .  Define 
T , G , S, and B as
T  =  { T : T  =  diagCZ\, T 2, T 3 , T < ,T s )  , 0 < 7? =  7 \, 7\ € C2x2, Ta, . . .  ,T 5 € t t }  ,
G  =  {G : G =  diag (02, G2, G3, G n ,G $ )  ,G,- 6  R } ,
S =  {S  : S =  diag(5lt04), 0 < 5 T  =  5 t € C 2x2} ,
B  =  {diag (Bj,O 4) , B {  =  .
Then, an upper bound of n r & ( M )  is obtained by solving
inf {o  : M * R M  -  c t2R  +  S M  +  M * S  +  j  ( B M  -  M ' B )  +  j  ( G M  -  ATG) < o} ,
subject to
- S B  <  B  <  S B ,
where B  =  diag ( P i h ,  04), f h  6  [— cot d i ,  cot 0,] and R  6  T , S  € S, B  e  
B , G 6  G .
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3. Next, consider the angle shifted system. Given a frequency u , denote the 
complex matrix M  =  P (ju)d iag  / 2, / 4) . The associated uncertainty is
r  =  d ia g (e -^ 2/ 2,51,<52,53,54).
Define T , G  as
T  =  { T : T  =  diag(Tu T2, T3 ,T4, Ts) ,0  <  7? =  Tlt Tx e C 2x2, T2, . . . ,  T5 G 72} ,
G  =  {G : G =  diag (0^ 0 2 , 03 , G4,Gs) ,G* e  72}.
Then, an upper bound of n r(M )  is obtained by solving
inf {a  : M 'R M  -  a 2R  +  j  (G M  -  M 'G )  <  o} ,
where R  €  T , G € G .
4. An upper bound of /ire (Af), denoted by i/(cj), can also be computed. Define 
T , G  as
T  =  { r : T  =  d iag (r1, r 2, r 3, r 4, 75) , o < 7T =  r 1, 7\ e c 2x2, r 2 r ( 6 » ) ,
G  =  {G  : G =  diag (O2, G2, G3, G4, G5) , G* 6  72}.
S =  {5  : S =  diag(S j,04) , 0 < S T  =  Si e C 2x2} ,
(a) Vw : 0 <  u  <  jr/h , solving
u(u) =  in f { a : M 'R M  -  a2R +  S M  +  M 'S  +  j ( B M  -  M 'B )
+ j(G M  -  M 'G )  <  0 }
with the constrain,
- S B  <  B  <  SB, 
where B  =  diag (cot (hu/2) / 2,04, ).
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(b) Vo; : uj >  n /h , then v (o j )  =  f i r ( M ) .
For a given h, the results are plotted in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 and 
Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.7: Upper bounds of /ir(Af) (solid line), n r(P )  (dashed line) and 
i/(uj) =  min{ i/(M ),i/(P )}  for h =  2.09: (dot-solid line), (dot-
dashed line)
By Theorem 4.5, the uncertain time-delayed system is stable if h <  2.57, in 
contrast to the stability conclusion in the last chapter ([25]) if h <  1.715, and by 
[38], if  h <  0.689.
Next, to improve the result, we would like to apply stability test on [h, h], where 
0 <  k  <  2.57. However, we can’t get h >  2.57 in this case.
R em ark 4.1 Since /xre(M ) is associated with the phase uncertainty [— ^£]  
due to delays, and in contrast to the phase uncertainty [0, hjU/] of /ire(F>), we would 
expect f ir 9 (M )  give us better results. This is actually not necessarily true, as 
shown in Figure 4.8, the (upper bound of) structure singular value u(u) is taken
64
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Figure 4.8: Upper bounds of p r{M )  (solid line), pr(P ) (dashed line) and 
v ( u j )  =  m in{i/(M ), j/(P )} for h  =  2.57: p?B{M ) (dot-solid line), p re(P) (dot- 
dashed line)
from p rB(M )  at low frequency, and from pre(P) at higher frequency. However, this 
switch w ill not happen for a single scalar time-delay system.
E xam ple 4.3 (Stability with Time-Varying Parametric Uncertainties)
This example is taken from [23]. Consider an uncertain time delay system with 
time-varying uncertainties
x ( t) =
—2 +  p(t) P(t) —1 +  p(t) 0
x(t) +
p(t) -0 .9  +  p(t) I
1 H* 1 1
x ( t  — h )
where the uncertain parameter |p(t)| <  0.1.
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Figure 4.9: Upper bounds of p r(M )  (solid line), pr{P )  (dashed line) and 
u(u) =  m m {v(M ),v (P )} for h =  1.54: PrB{M ) (dot-solid line), p rB(P) (dot- 
dashed line)
First, rewrite the original system equation:
u(t),
- 2  +  p(t) P(t) - 1  + p (t)  0
x(t) = x(t) +
Pit) —0.9 +  p(t) -1  -1  - p ( t )
y (t) =
1 0 
0 1
x(t).
Let P  be the representation of the system in Figure 4.5 :
h
1
t &
•
M i
P  = +
Cq D q m 2
N*
66
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Figure 4.10: Upper bounds of n r(M )  (solid line), M r(P) (dashed line) and 
i/(u) =  m in{i/(M ), u(P )} for h =  1.54: /ire(A/) (dot-solid line), n rB(P) (dot- 
dashed line)
r
-2 0 -1 0
0 -0 .9 -1 -1
+
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
-2 0 -1 0
■■
0 -0 .9 -1 -1
+
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0.1 0
0 0.1 
0 0
0 0
Pit)
Pit)
10 p{t)
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 - 1
10 p it)
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 - 1
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The uncertain delay system can be rearranged as in Figure 4.6 with
• •
o1 -1  0 0.1 0
0 1 o io -1  -1  0 0.1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0  0 0
1 1 0 - 1 0 0
and T =  diag(e_fcV 2, 10p(i)/2), (FJ <  1.
1. Consider the system P(s) associated with T first. For a given u>, let M  =  
P (ju ) .  For time-varying uncertainty, the corresponding scaling matrix should 
be kept the same for all frequencies. Therefore, an upper bound of /ip (M ) can 
be obtained from Equation (3.3). Define
T  =  {T  : T  =  d ia g ^ ,T 2) ,0 < I?  =  Tx 6 C2x2} ,
in f {o : M 'R M  - a 2R < 0  ,R e  T } ,
where T2 is a real constant matrix for all frequencies. For simplicity, we take 
T2  =  h .
2. An upper bound of the structured singular value with phase information
(A /(it/)) is then computed.
(a) Vtt/ : 0 <  w <  tt/2h, u(u) =  £r,(Af). Define T , S :
T  =  {T  r T  =  d ia g (7 \,/2) ,0  <  7^ =  Tu Tt €  C 2x2} ,
S =  {S  : 5  =  diag(5x,02) , 0 < 5 T  =  Sl € C 2x2} ,
68
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Solve
in f {a  : M *R M  -  q2R +  SM  +  ATS +  j  (B M  -  M 'B )  <  0, a  >  o}
where R  € T , S 6  S and the convex constrains satisfying
-S B  < B <  SB,
where B  =  diag (cot (hu) J2, 02).
(b) Vo; : a/ >  ir/2h, then v (uj) =  /if  (A/).
3. Next, define the angle shifted system M {jw )  =  P {ju j)diag (e~jhu 2^ I 2, / 2) . The 
uncertainty is structured as T =  diag(7 / 2,10p (t)/2), where 7 6 C , I7 I < 
1, p(t) € R, |10p(£)| <  1. Again, define
T  =  {T  : T  =  d iag (T i,/2),0  < 7? =  € C2x2} .
Let H 6  T . We can obtain pr(Af) by solving
inf |a  : M *R M  — a2R < 0 , a >  0} .
4. An upper bound of the structured singular value with phase information u(cu) 
is then computed. M  and T are as above, and
Tq{M ) =  {diag(7 / 2, 10p(£)/2), M  < 1 , ^7 <  huj/2, |10p(t)| <  1} .
(a) Vo/ : 0 <  (jj <  7r/h y v(u) =  pr#(Af). Define T ,  S :
T  =  { T  : T  =  d ia g (T i,/2) , 0 < 7? =  Tu T\ e C2x2} ,
S = { S  : 5  =  diag(51,02) , 0 < 5 T  =  5i e C 2x2} .
Solve
in f { a : M 'R M  -  a2R +  S M  +  M *S  +  j ( B M  -  M *B )  <  0} ,
69
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with the convex constrains satisfying
- S B  < B <  SB,
where B  =  diag (cot (hu/2) / 2, 02).
(b) Vu; : u  > ir/h , then v (a/) =  fir(M).
The result is plotted in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12. Figure 4.13 shows that the stability 
test result on delay interval h 6 [2.69,2.71).
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Figure 4.11: Upper bounds of nr(M)  (solid line). fip(P) (dashed line) and 
v (u j )  =  m in {i/(A f),t/(P )} for h  — 2.70: Mre(Af) (dot-solid line), HrB(P)  (dot- 
dashed line)
By Theorem 14, the uncertain system is robustly stable if  h  <  2.71 since an 
upper bound of u(u) <  1 for all u. Note that the stability conditions obtained in 
[23] and [38] are respectively h  <  2.61, and h  <  0.72.
In the following, we are going to investigate the effect of scaling m atrix corre­
sponding to time-varying uncertainty.
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Figure 4.12: Upper bounds of (solid line), Mr(P) (dashed line) and
v(ut) =  min{u (M ),u {P )}  for h =  1.74: /ire (M ) (dot-solid line), n rB(P) (dot- 
dashed line)
C ase I:
To claim that there exists an h >  2.70, such that system is stable, we basically want 
to show that /ipe(Af) is smaller than what we have computed in Figure 4.11. For 
h=2.70, at the peak frequency ui — 0.8848(rad), we can solve Ru Si, Q\ by
M *
R i
M - a 2
Ri
+
Si
M  +  M ’
Si
h h O2 °2
Qi
O2
(JM) +  { jM Y
Qi
02
< 0,
where M  =  P(jcu)diag(e- -*A“'/2J2, / 2), a  =  i/(a>) obtained from above example. Then, 
given or, M , R t , S i and Q i, the scaling m atrix associated with time-varying uncer-
71
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Figure 4.13: Upper bounds of f i r (AT) (solid line), f ir(P ) (dashed line) and 
=  m in {i/(M ),i/(P )} for 2.69 < h < 2.71: f ir&(M ) line), f ire(P) 
(dot-solid line)
tainty can be obtained by solving
AT
Ri
M  — a 2
P i
+
Si
M  +  M *
Si
Seal Seal 02 O2
Qi
U M ) +  ( jM y
Qi
< 0 .
°2 °2
And,
Seal =
1.1759 -0.0393
-0.0393 0.8371
We then compute the structured singular value with/without phase information 
with the above scaling matrix. The algorithm is repeated as above with scaling 
m atrix ”  Seal”  instead of / 2. The result is plotted in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Upper bounds of (solid line), Hr{P) (dashed line) and
u{lj) =  for h — 2.74 with nooidentity scaling matrix:
HrB(M)  (dot-solid line), HrB(P) (dot-dashed line)
Comparing Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14, u(u/) is pushed down a 
little  bit with non-identity scaling matrix. For the case of h =  2.74, the peak value 
of u(cj) obtained with identity scaling matrix is 1.0030, but drops to 0.9990 if  the 
scaling matrix is chosen as Seal.
To complete, we show Htb {M )  for h =  2.74 in Figure 4.15.
Case I I
Next, we are going to find a scaling m atrix from /tr(M ), instead of from /ire(w). 
As we have done in Case I, at the same frequency uj =  0.8848(rad), consider the 
structured singular value without phase information. Solve R i, and m in im u m  a  by
* • * *
Ri Ri
M * M - a 2
h *
73
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Figure 4.15: Upper bounds of /ir(Af), n r^ (M )  for h =  2.74 with scaling matrix 
=  I-i (dot-dashed line), and f*r(M ) (dashed line), with scaling matrix =  Seal 
(solid line)
Then, given R\ and a  solve the scaling matrix Seal by:
M *
Ri
Seal
M - a 2
Ri
Seal
< 0.
The scaling matrix Seal is:
Seal =
1.9005 -0.4120
-0.4120 1.0865
Use this scaling m atrix to compute upper bounds ftr (u) and frrQ(uj). The result 
is plotted in Figure 4.16. The maximum of /ip&{M ) is 1.000. As we have seen in 
CASE I, the scaling m atrix does make the fir(u>) slightly less around the frequency 
uj =  0.8848 also.
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Figure 4.16: Upper bounds of n r(M )  (solid line), Hr(P) (dashed line) and 
i/(w) =  m in {v (M ),v (P )}  for h =  2.74 with nonidentity scaling matrix: 
f irB(M ) (dot-solid line), ftrB(P) (dot-dashed line)
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Chapter 5 
Nonlinear Time-Delay Systems
It  is well-known that stability analysis and controller design for a time-delay system 
with nonlinear components are very challenging problems, see [6, 11, 24, 52, 54, 62, 
68, 70] and references therein. Here, we are interested in analysis of a no n linea r 
time-delay system which can be represented as a feedback connection of a linear 
dynamical system and a nonlinear element, shown below:
Figure 5.1: Feedback Connection of a Linear System and a Nonlinear Element
To motivate our presentation, let us consider a time-delay system represented as
x{t) =  Ax(t) -I- A ix {t -  Ti) +  Bu(t),
i
y(t) =  Cx{t) +  (5.1)
76
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with feedback input u(t)  =  — #(£, y). Let the nonlinearity 9( t ,  •)
M , y i )
ifo(t,y2)
'I’p& V p)
satisfy sector condition [0, K ],
-  kyi] < o, vt>o,
where K  =  diag (k i,k 2, .. -, kp), k  >  0. We call the closed loop system absolutely 
stable, if the origin x  =  0 is asymptotically stable for all nonlinearities in the sector.
Absolute stability problems have been investigated thoroughly in the litera­
ture for a linear dynamical system without delayed states connected with a non- 
linearity. Let a dynamical system G(s) =  C  (s i — A)~l B  +  D  be feedback con­
nected with a nonlinear element 9 (t, •) satisfying sector condition [0, K \, where 
K  =  diag(k i,k 2, .. ■ ,kp) ,k i >  0. Then the well-known circle criterion says that the 
feedback system is absolutely stable if G(s) is stable, and [ / +  KG (s)\ is strictly 
positive real. Moreover, if the nonlinearity is time invariant, Popov criterion gives 
less conservative result. Suppose there exists a matrix N  — diag(nt,n 2, . . .  ,Up), 
where n* >  0. The system is absolutely stable if I  +  ( I  4- N s)KG (s) is strictly 
positive real, where $?(•) satisfies sector condition [0, K \ : ^i(yi)[tp(yi) — fc*yi] <  0.
These results have been extended to time-delay systems [3]. Let a time-delay 
dynamical system be described by
H(s) =  ( c  +  E ^ e - ^  (sJ -  A  -  £  Ae~Ti^ j  B
77
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and connected with a nonlinear element •). Then, the system is absolute stable 
if  all roots of det (s i — A ~ Y i  Aie~Ti*) =  0 lie in the left half plane, and [ I+ K H (s ) \  
is strictly positive real, where $r(t, •) satisfies sector condition [0, K \. Moreover, if  the 
nonlinearity is time invariant, applying Lur’s type Lyapunov functions leads to the 
conclusion: the system is absolute stable if all roots of det (s i — A — YU Aie~n*) =  0 
lie in the left half plane, and I + ( I  +  Ns) K H (s ) is strictly positive real, where 'P(-) 
satisfies sector condition [0,AT], N  =  diag(n1,n2,...,n p ), where n* > 0. More 
extensions can be found in [2, 3, 19, 27, 52].
In this chapter, we are interested in stability analysis for a linear uncertain 
time-delay system with a feedback connected nonlinear element. Absolute delay- 
dependent stability is referred to the fact that the system is robustly stable with 
respect to time delays t* € [0, hi) and nonlinearity satisfying sector condition [0, K]. 
And absolute delay-independent stability is robustly stable for delays t* 6 72+, and 
nonlinearity satisfying sector condition [0, K \. By incorporating structures of delay 
and nonlinearity in LFT framework, we can easily employ structured singular value 
with/w ithout phase information on delay uncertainty and circle/Popov criterion on 
nonlinear uncertainty. Then, conclusion can be obtained by small-p theorem.
5.1 Absolute Delay Independent Stability for Time- 
Varying Nonlinearity
Consider the uncertain time-delay system described by Equation (5.1) and shown 
in Figure 5.1. Let
H (s) =  ( c  +  £  ( a l  -  A  — £  M e - * }  * B ,
for some fixed but unknown r*’s and x  6 72.", u, y € 72p. Then, we have
78
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Theorem  5.1 (C irc le  C rite rio n ) [33] The feedback system in Figure 5.1 is abso­
lute stable i f
I  +  K H (s )
is strictly positive real.
zt
G(s)
Vi
Figure 5.2: LFT Framework of Time Delay Nonlinear Systems
Let A i =  A[A^, Ci =  C-Af, i  =  and suppose the nonlinearitv tpi(t, •)
satisfies sector condition [0, ki]. Denote Aa =  A , Be  = A[ . . .  Alt - B
0 0
Cg —
•
Da =
•, •
Art 0 0
C C[ . . .  C[ 0
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Then, the system H(s)  can be rewritten as
H ( s ) = F a (G (s),A ),
where G(s) =  Gc (s i -  GA)~l GB +  GD, A =  diag ( 1 >n /n , . . . ,  1 \ I r t, * ( t ,  )), as 
shown in Figure 5.2.
Next, we perform loop transformation to normalize nonlinearity. Let (t, yi) =  
Vi) ~  /«• Then,
(*. V i)  +  yJfcj ( * 7  ( t ,  V i )  ~  <  o.
i.e., i)~ (t, satisfies sector condition [-£*/2, k /2 ], and yi)||oo <  fc«/2. More­
over, let tf(t, •) =  diag (2 tff (t, y i) /k x, . . . ,  2^~(t, yp)/fcp). Then, ||*(t, -JIU <  1. Let 
the corresponding system matrix be G(s),
/ • \
On+...+»•/
G(s) = I  -  G(s) G(s)
I I to ■ . /
■— Gc (s i  — G/^ G b +  Go.
Denote the structured singular value of the system as jl&. (G(juj)^, which can be 
computed as follows. Let M  =  G(Juj) and suppose there exist fixed constants dj, 
j  =  1 +  l , . . . , l  +  p -  1.
V  :=  { diag ( A ,  - • • , A ,  «fc+i, • • -, de+p- 1, A ) : A  € C * xr‘, A  =  A  > 0, * =  1 , . . . ,  £,
d je n ,  d j> o , j  =  e +  i , . . . , £ + p - i }
Then /iA <  /iA where
^ ( M ) = M >a (D M D ~ l ) ,
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which can be computed by
{M ) =  in f nun {/? : M * D M  -  02D  <  0 j  . (5.2)
Note that dj, j  =  £ ■+■ 1, . . . ,£  +  p — 1 are fixed constants and don’t vary with 
frequencies.
Lem m a 5.2 In  Figure 5.2, the feedback system is absolute delay-independent stable 
i f  G(s) is stable and
(G (j'u/)) < 1 , Vu/,
where
^  {^hlg(7l-frj5 • • • > 'Yilrti Kt+li • • • > 7l+p) • 7i € C , |7i| ^  1, i  — 1 , . . . ,  £ +  p} .
5.2 Absolute Delay Dependent Stability for Time-
Varying Nonlinearity
We have shown that system can be represented as F u (G(s), a ) ,  where
^  {^ 8 (7 i^ ri»• • • >7 ilr t , 7r+i> • • •»Tr+p) • 7« ^ C , |7»| ^  1, i =  l, . . . , £  +  p} .
For a delay dependent stability problem, r, € [0, hi], h i <  h2 < . . .  <  he, we have
1 i • • ?'y t lr ij7r+i>• • •»7<+p) 7* S C, |'y»I S li * =  l»*-*>^*bp»
U 7 i\< 0 i, i  =  l ,
Then, structured singular value with phase information in Theorem 4.2 can be 
applied with some modification.
Lem m a 5.3 Suppose A is stable and assume h i <  h? < . . .  <  hi. Denote P ( ju )  =  
G {ju ). Then the uncertain delay system is stable fo r  Ti 6 [0, hi), i  =  1 ,... ,£ i f  the 
following conditions hold
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(a) D(u>) =  j iT9t (P {ju j)) <  1 fo r  0 <  u; <  w/2he with =  hnj, i  =
(b) For each n =  I , .  . . , 1 —1, we have u(w) =  ftr0n (P ( ju )) <  1 fo r  
irfehn+i < u i <  Tr/2 hn, with Oi =  fnu, i  =  1 ,. . . ,  n and
^©n =  { ^ ? (7 lA n  • • • > TtiAbi Tn+l'^ lt* +i > — * 'Jtlki t 7f+i* • • •»7r+p) *
7 i€  C,|^7j| < fy w ,j  =  l , 2 , . . . , n } ;
(c) P(u/) =  /kp(P(ju>)) <  1 /o ra; >  7r/2/ii un^ /t
^  {diag(7 l /fc,, . . . ,  , 7<+i > • • •»yi+p) * 7t € C }  .
Furthermore, we define the angle shifted system M(s):
M  (s) =  P(s)diag(e“A,,/2/ r i, e*Aa,/2/ rj, . . . ,  e~ht,f2 I r r  / p), (5.3)
with the associated uncertainty
T(s) =  diag(e-(T* -^ )V r„ e - ^ - ^ V ra, . . . , e- ( ^ ) V r<,7r+i , - . . ,7 r+p), ^ € [0 , / * ]  
=  diag(e~+l , I r i, e_^ V r„  • • • ,e "*"/,.,, 7,+ l........7,+p), &  e [ - ^ /2 ,  h i/2].
Then, we have
Lem m a 5.4 Suppose A is stable and assume h i < h^ < . . . <  ht . Then the uncer­
tain delay system is stable fo r n  € [0, hi), i  =  1 , . . . ,  I  , i f  the following conditions 
hold
(a) P(u>) =  f t r9t <  1 fo r  0 <  w <  n /h e with 9t =  h iu /2, i =  1 , . . . ,  £;
(b) For each n =  1, 1, we have u(u) =  /kren (M(ju>)) <  1 fo r  
ir/hn+i <  ui <  ir/hn, with 0, =  hiw /2 , i  =  1 , . . . ,  n and
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t • * • t 7n^i||i 7n+l^ fci«+i t - • • > 7/+li • • • »*Yl+p) •
7* e C , |Z7j| <  hjU)/2 , j  =  1 , . . . ,  n } ; 
fo/ t/(w) =  f i r  (M ( ju ))  <  1 fo r u j>  ir /h i with
^ {d iag(7i/jt,,. ., 7elkt , 7/+i» • • •»7f+p) *7» ^ C} .
Combining Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, we get:
Lem ma 5.5 Suppose A is stable and assume hi <  h2  < . . . <  h{. Then the uncer­
tain delay system is stable fo r  Ti 6 [0, hi), i  =  1 , . . . ,  £ , i f
*(u/) =  min {t> (P(jw), r £ j  , u (M ( ju ) , r £ )  } <  1,
fo r  a ll u , where u (P {ju j), TgJ and v ( \ f  (Jw), are defined as
A r*, (P(jw)) 0 <  uj <  ir / 2 h(y et =  hi<j, i  =  X,. . . ,  i;
i*TBu{P { ju ))  * / 2 hn+l <  w <  Tr/2/in, n =  l , . . . , £ - l ,
Qi =  hi(j, i  =  1 ,... ,n
f i r  ( P C M ) » u  > tt /2^1
where
P©» { ^ag (7 i/n »• • -»7n-^ Ti,»• - • > 7/A j »7t+i»- • • > 7?+p) • 7i ^ C , | ^ 7j I ^  hjui,
i  i  =  i ) 2)• • • i b  } j
r  {d iag (7 i/n »• *•»7firt»7£+i»• *•»7f+p) • 7* € C ,t  =  1 , . . . ,  £ +  p } .
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And,
i*r%t {M {ju j) ) , 0 <  u  <  it /h e, 8 , =  tawf2, i  =
Are„ (M ( ju j) ) , ir/hn+i <  w <  ir/h^, n =  l , . . . , * - l ,
8 i - h iU ) l 2, * =  1 , . . . ,n 
A r (M ( jo ;) ) , u> >  i r /h i
where
^*9n { i ' l l ^ r i  r • • - » 7n^r»i • • * » 7^r< I 7 /+ li • • - > 7i+p) 7» ^  C , |^ 7 jl ^  h j U j / 2 ,
i =  l , . . . ,p ,  j  =  1,2,. . . ,n  } .  
r  {diat?( '7 i^ r i>• • • » 7 ^ f< 1 7 * + 1) • • • ! 7 i+ p ) 7* €  C ,  t =  1 , . . . ,  f  +  p } . 
Exam ple 5.1 Take an example from [3]. Consider
»(l) “  ( T T ^ “ (t)’
ii( t)  =  —-0(t, y), where ip{t, •) satisfies sector condition [0,fc]. We want to know the 
largest value of k, such that system is absolute delay independent/dependent stable.
4>(t, •)
, - T J -1
System can be represented as:
/  \ /  \ f  \
« 1 0  1 U
. y  >
—  1 n
V  ( 1 + 2 * ) *  U
84
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1.6
1.6
1.4
06
06
02
io- 10' '
Figure 5.3: Upper bounds of structured singular value of (G ( ju /) )  for k  E 
[0,1.0] (dashed line), and k  E [0,2.0] (solid line)
An upper bound of structured singular value is shown in Figure 5.3 for k  E [0,1.0] 
and k € [0,2.0]. System is delay independent stable for k E [0,1.0].
For delay dependent stability, we first find the stability interval r  E [0,1.7) when 
k  E [0,2.0] ,as shown in Figure 5.4. Then, we apply stability test for general delay 
cases of r  6 [1.6,1.8) which is shown in Figure 5.5. Then, we can say system is 
stable for r  € [0,1.8) when k  E [0,2].
5.3 Absolute Delay Independent Stability for Time 
Invariant Nonlinearity
For time invariant nonlinearity case, u =  —^ (y), all the results in the previous 
section applies, where #(•) satisfies sector condition [0,K ], K  =  diag(&i,. . . ,  kp). 
However, well-known Popov criterion may give less conservative result for timp in­
variant nonlinearity cases.
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t.a
1.4
02
10* '
Figure 5.4: Upper bounds of fir(P )  (solid line), £ r(M ) (star line) and v(u>) =  
m in{i/(A /), i>(P)} for h =  1.7: f ir&(P) (dashed line), /ipe(M ) (circle line)
Theorem  5.6 (Popov C riterio n ) [33] The feedback system in Figure 5 . 1  is ab­
solute stable i f  there exists a matrix N  =  diag(ni,n2, . . .  ,r*p), where n* >  0, such 
that
I  +  ( /  +  N s)K H {s)
is strictly positive real, where
H (») = (c  + £  (s/ -  A  -  £  ‘ B.
Denote Ht (s) =  ( I  +  Ns)H(s). Suppose I  +  K H t [s) is strictly positive real,
i.e.,
( /  +  K H t (s)) +  (J +  K H t (s)Y >  0.
This is equivalent to say that
j ( f  »rW) ( / + f» rM ) "l| < 1.
86
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1.6
1.4
,cr
04
06 a
04
02
10* '
Figure 5.5: Upper bounds of f i r(P)  (solid line), f i r (M)  (star line) and v(u>) =  
min{t/(A/),*/(P)} for 1.6 <  h <  1.8: f ir 9 (P) (dashed line), f ire(M ) (circle 
line)
which can be represented as Figure 5.6. Let ^(y) =  diag (^ i(y i) , . . . ,  ipp(yp)} where 
M V i) =  % (ffiiiVi) -  ^V i), and HT(s) =  %HT(s) ( i  +  f H T(s))~ l . Then, it ’s easy 
to see that Popov Criterion in terms of infinity norm says that the system Ht (s) is 
robustly stable with respect to ||^ (*)||oo <  1 . if ||//t(s)||oo <  1- This observation is 
consistent with circle criterion results, in which we have done in the last section.
We can rewrite H (s) as !FU{G, V ), where V  =  diag(e-rn / r, , . . . ,  e~iTtI r i), as 
shown in Figure 5.7. Next, we can rearrange system in Figure 5.7 into LFT frame­
work, shown in Figure 5.8. It ’s easy to see that
(  \ /  \ /  \
z
=
/  0
G(s)
V
> ^0 I  +  N S> < U J
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K f  2
2 /K
K f  2
K f  2
Figure 5.6: Loop Transformation and Scaling
After applying loop transformation and normalization on nonlinearity elements, let
/  \
I  0
G(s) be the generalized plant of
0 I  +  Ns
G ( s ) .
G ( s ) (r  +  N s)
Figure 5.7: Popov Criterion
Lem m a 5.7 In  Figure 5.8, assume there exists a matrix N  =  diag(ni, 712, . . . ,  Up), 
whererrii >  0, and G(s) stable, then the feedback system is absolute delay-independent
88
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«(•)
G (s )
Figure 5.8: Interconnected Representation of System
stable i f
£a (G { ju j)  < 1 , Vo
where A  € A ,
A  {diag(7 i / r, y i l r t l7<+i t• • • >7<+p) " Tf* € C , |'y»| ^  1, i =  1 , . . . ,  £ +  p } . 
The upper bound pa (G(ju>)J < fiA (G (ju )J  can be obtained by equation (5.2).
5.4 Absolute Delay Dependent Stability for Time 
Invariant Nonlinearity
Consider a system shown in Figure 5.8 and uncertainty A,
A  {diag{e 57-17^ , . . . , e l I r t i7^+i>7<+p) • € [0,fi*],7» € .
Assume h i <  h*, . . . <  ho Define
r  —  {diag(7 i / n ) . . . , 7r/rf,7f+ir* • • Tf+p) 7» ^ * =  • j  ^+  p} >
Then, A  € T .
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Let P(s) =  G(s). Then, the uncertainty with phase information is given by 
{  ^ ® § ( 7 l ^ r t » •  • »  7 < ^ r | i  7 M - I j • • • 7 / + p )  7 i  S C, \ l j j \  5 ;  hjU!,
* =  +  p, j  =
for u; such that hjo; <  7r. 
Next, define
M{s) =  P(s)diag(e-fc«'/2/ r i, e~h^ 2 I ^ . . . ,  e '^ 2 Jr„  /„)
and the corresponding uncertainty blocks as
re<M =  { diag(7 i / ri, . . . , 7*/r<, 7*+i,. . .  yt+p) : 7i € C, |Zt,| <  hjU>/2 ,
for u> such that hnj <  2 ir.
Lem m a 5.8 Suppose A  is stable and assume hi < h2 <  . . .  < hg. Then the uncer­
tain delay system is stable fo r Ti 6 [0, hi), i  =  1 , . . . ,  £ , i f
*(a/) = min{*/ (P { jw ) ,rg ) , u (M ( ju ), r g ) } < 1, 
fo r  a ll uj, where u (P { ju ) ,  rg ) and v (M ijw ),  rg ) are defined as
*(P(ju;),rg) =
P {P{ ju))  0 <  uj <  i r / 2 ht , Qi =  few, » =
Pre» (p i ] “ )) *V2/W i  <  t*/ <  i r / 2 hn, n =  1 , 1 ,
9i =  h i(j, * =  1 ,. . . ,n
/zr  (P (j'u )), w >  ir/2hi
9 0
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where
e (j/C M ,r£ )  =
f © B  —  {di&g( 7 i ^ n i  • • • 1 7 n ^ r , , >  •  • ■ > 7 / ^ i 7 < + i >  • • • 1 7 < + p )  • I ^ T i l  — h j t i } , j —  1 , 2 , . . . , n }  
T  =  { d i a g (71/ r i , •  • • , 7<^rt , 7«+i>• • •»7f+p) : 7i €  C , »  =  1 , . . . , £  +  p } .
And,
f
Mre, { M { j u ) ) , 0 < w <  ir/he, 9t =  fn u /2, i  =  1, . . . ,  £;
Mre.  ( M C M ) » n /k i+ i < u  < v /h n ,  n =  l , . . . , £ - l ,
Bi =  hiu/2 , i  =
Mr (M(jw)) , a; > ir/h i
\
where
^©n { diag(7i^ri, • • •, 7n^ r),) • • • > 7f+i, • • •»7i+p) 7» £ C, |^7jl — hjiti/2,
i  =  l , . . . , £  +  p, j  =  l , 2, . . . , n  } .
T =  {diag(71/ r, ,• • • , j7*+i»• • • >7/+p)7* € C , i  =  l , . . . , £  +  p}.
Exam ple 5.2 Consider
m  =  (TTSj7“(‘)’
u(t) =  —tl>(y), where ^(*) satisfies sector condition [0,A:]. We want to know the 
largest value of k, such that system is absolute delay independent/dependent stable.
Rewrite the system as shown in Figure 5.7. G(s) can be found the example in 
the previous section. Then, the generalized plant G(s) can be got from applying 
loop transformation and normalization on nonlinearity part of d iag(l, 1 +  1js)G(s).
Figure 5.9 shows that the upper bound of structured singular value via various 
77 when k  € [0,1.0]. It  shows that any choice of p doesn’t help in this case. System
91
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[0 5
10*'
Figure 5.9: Upper bounds of (G(juj)) : 77 =  0.0 (solid line), 77 =  0.1 (circle 
line), 77 =  1.0 (x-mark line), 77 =  10.0 (dashed line)
is absolute delay independent stable for time varying nonlinearity or time invariant 
nonlinearity satisfying sector condition [0,1.0].
Figure 5.10 shows that system is not absolute delay independent stable when 
time invariant nonlinearity satisfying sector condition [0,2.0], but it is absolute delay 
dependent stable for r  6 [0,2.2). Since the upper bound of structured s i n g u l a r  value 
with phase information is less than one. For completeness, Figure 5.11 shows that 
upper bounds when 77 =  0.0.
92
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1.6
1.4
02
Figure 5.10: Upper bounds of f i r(P)  (solid line), n r (M )  (dot line) and for 
h =  2.2: fire{M)  ( x-mark line), Hr0{P) (circle line)
16
1.4
06
02
Figure 5.11: Upper bounds of Hr{P) (solid line), /ir(A f) (dot line) and for 
h  =  2.2: ( x-mark line), ftr&{P) (circle line)
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion
We have adopted the linear fractional transformation (LFT) framework for the anal­
ysis and synthesis of uncertain time-delay systems. Consequently, stability analysis 
with respect to uncertain delays are just an application of the standard small-/* 
theorem. We have also shown that existing results which are derived by Lyapunov 
method can be converted into our proposed framework and explain their conserva­
tiveness.
Under LFT framework, we can handle various robustness problems systemati­
cally. The framework allows to incorporate easily other uncertainties, such as para­
metric and model uncertainties, etc as we have demonstrated in examples. Absolute 
stability analysis of nonlinear time-delay systems is another example which shows 
that our proposed method integrity, while Lyapunov method needs to find specific 
Lyapunov functionals to each case.
We have mainly treated the problems in two ways. In the first case, uncertainty 
(e_4T* — 1) was approximated by a rational transfer function, where t* is uncertain. 
Computation involved is simple since system is represented by a rational transfer 
function. Standard controller design technique can also be applied.
In the second method, uncertainly e-rr* was considered with the phase informa­
tion. Examples show that results are less conservative than using the first method.
It ’s hard to say which one is superior to the other. Both offer sufficient conditions 
only. Hence, we can say nothing about the system if the test fails.
94
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We can extend the result by applying stability analysis on the case of tv € [r,, 7\], 
Zj /  0. For example, if we can tell system G(s) is stable for r* €  [0, h^i) by one of 
proposed methods, next we can examine the stability of the system on r* € [hi,i, fh^). 
Both proposed methods can handle stability analysis for general delays easily.
We have shown that controller design for uncertain time-delay systems can be 
done by standard Hoo design technique. This controller may be conservative since 
we actually cover the uncertainties to guarantee the stability. Alternatively, we may 
seek an Hoo controller by parameterizing all stabilization controllers for uncertain 
time-delay systems and then solve the Hoo norm minimization. Actually, this has 
been done in H i  norm minimization. For Hoo minimization, we may solve with a 
suitable LFT problem formulation. More further study is needed.
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